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• Loading/unloading systems are
productive time.

• Expandable storage capacity
unattended operation.

• Simple, quick-change tooling
CAD/CAM designed and
machines have become the
automotive, truck and
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Today ... manufacturers of transmissions, drlva systems
andother gear components are raced with many chall'enges.
Increased production. Higher quality. Lower manufacturing
costs. All these, plus demand for more accurate, smoother,
quieter-running gea!rs... that last longer.

Fortunately,. there is a solution -
HURTH GEARFINISHING.

With a HURTH CNG Hard Finlsher, you g:et exceptional
quaUty. There's no grinding burn. CBN or re-drsssable
ceramic tooling can be used for sustainedproductlcn of
optimal quaUty gears - at reasonabl'e cost.

HURTH is now represented in Nonh America by
Klingelnberg, an organiization with a tradition of 'exceptional
sales, service and ,engineering assistance for gearmakers.
Ask. one of our sales engiineers about HURTH and the
unique features. designed and built into each machine for
exceptional quality and a long. cost-effective service life.

If your toous is on quality, sendl for a
HURTH GEARFINISHING oata'iog .
or, contact:

Klingelnberg Corporation
15200 Foltz lndustrial Parkway
Oleveland, OH 44136
{216) 572-21100
FAX (.216) 572-0985

@ KlI~G&LNB&RG
...Puts It all together.

When 't'he foeus
is on qu'allity." ••
HURTH',del,i'vers.

The H!URTH product Ilinefor stand-alone or
cell application includes:

• CNG Hard Gear Finishing Machines
• eNG Gear Shaving Machines
• Fine Finishing Machines
• Rotary Gear IDebuHing/Chamfering,

Machines . -
• Shaving, Cutter Gri,nding' Machines



3500 BG - Man iJlVents the wheel and says. "it is good"
2500 Be - Man invents tile spline ane says "it is good"
2499' Be - Man linvents the spline Iglage and says "irn do the trick"
Man has been using the same spline gage 'ever since. Tllat lis, until
FRENCO redesigned the gage for modern man. The Frenco indicating
spline gage produces variable data on exact Pitch Diameter while
Simultaneously checking "GO" condition . Tillis SPC compatable gage
also Quickly c/lecks taper. ovaIity and other lime consuming linspections.
Available for internal, external, straight or involute spline confligurations.

Let us show you a system for today and beyond. Call or write:

9 U eh r ·I~n'9· W227 N6193 sussex !Road
_ - _. -.. P.O. 80)( 125,·Sussex, WI 53089

AUT 0 MAT ION I;N C (414)246-4994oFAX (414)246-8623
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'rbu won't find a better Gear Generating Grinder
anywhere. That's why companies like yours have
.bought over 4600 of them, maJdng WMW:NlLES
Grinders most prefe"ed throughout the world.
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THE VIORLD IS GRI
APATHmWMW:

riNG
GEAR

WMW:NIIL:ES
ZSTZ O81EG-CNC

WMW:NIILES Gear G.enerating Grinders are
in demand1everywlnerel Tine world's most
techno'iogically advanced nations llook to
WMW:N:ILES forthis ,equipment-a_nd for good
reason.
• The NILES Gear ,Generating Process is the

fastest and most cost effective method for
griinding smalli and medium production runs.

• NILES meets your requirements with a full
line of automatic grinders with 'gear diameter
capacities from11/2t1 to 1158".

• 1 ALL NILES g,eargr,inders have accuracies to
AGMA 12/14.

Customized machines can be ordered wi~h even
higher guaranteed accuracies.

COUNTRY # OF M~CHINES

Federal Republic of Germany 350
Japan 287

175
France

----

160
Great ,Britain 1011
North America 411

-

Switzerland 15

Complete Infonnation is available on request

WMIW M1achinery, Inc. 1111
5.70..Bradley Hill Road - I I

Blauvelt, New York 10913
'Phone (914) 358-3330 - - -

Fax (914) 358·2378 I
Telex 4756017
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w~h
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mlts use of CAD
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Our lM'odel3000 ,ac Gear ,Ana,lyzeris a third generation eNe gear inspection system in-
corporatinga!1I of thecomprehenslve analytical tests and evaluation capabiUties of
previous 1M' & 1M' systerna.such as our IM'odeI2000, but with these added capabilities:
• Dramatically improved speed and accuracy throug'h new mechanica'( system design

and advancedi CNe control technology,
• Computer hardware and applications software are modular to allow the user to buy

only the required ,capability. This makes the 300000 adaptable to laboratory testing
or production-line, inspection.

• ;I!ntegratedStatistical Process Control with local data base capability is an epfional
feature.I. Networ.king with IM'A'PScompatibility is available.

• Robot,ic interf,a.cinglfor totally automatic load/test/unload operation can be
incorporated.

For more informat,ionor ap,plic~tions assistance, write or call: 1M' & 1M' Precision Systems,
300. Progress Rd" West Carrollton, OH 45449, 513/859'-8273, TWX 810/450-2626,
FAX 513/859-44!52,
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A:GMA Teduticall Education Sem-
inars, Series U. These one- or two--<iay
seminars present the latest techniques
and information on speciiJic 'topics ina
small group context. for more inlor ..
mstion regarding fees and registration
contact A:GMA, 1500 King St., Suite
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684-0211.
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KUIDOS T'O' A'GMA FOR
PITTS!BU!RGIHI SIHIOW

AGMA's Gear Expo '89 was, by all accounts, a great suc-
cess, proving again the wisdom of having a trade show
devoted exclusi,ve'ly to gearing and gear-related products.
Over 1500 people attended: the show, and 86 different com-
panlesexhiblted their goods and services,

Pittsburgh proved to be a truly beautiful town, surprising
those of us who had visions of a grim "Steel City". Its modern,
attract ive downtown area, the spectacu lar vistas offered by
the confluence ohhe three ,rivers, its restaurants and hotels,
and the Lawrence Convention Center itself allprovided good
memories OfIhis show.

Attendance at the '89 show was just about equal to that of
two years ago. This may have been because of Pittsburgh's
locatk n, which required many more peop'le to fly in and stay
overnight toattend, Two years ago, because Of the Sunday
hours and the Cincinnati location, many people were able
tocomefor an afternoon and retum the same day ..Keeping
in mind the need to keep the show as accessible as possible
to the majority of people from the gear engineering and
manufaCluring fields, AGMA plans to rotate future expos be-
tween Detroit, Iindianapolis, and Cincinnati, cities a little
closer to the heart of the gear industry,

But quantity of attendees is not the only criterion forsue-
cess to consider. It was my 'impression that this year's show
attracted more key decision makers - the kind of people
who were able to influence buying choices or, in many cases,
to make commitments to purchase right on the show floor.
So Ithink th tead'yattendance and the increased sales can
be counted as a trade-off.

Given the good reports from our own peopl'e who at-
tended and from others, it seems unfair to suggest that
anything at the show was less than 100%. I do, however,
have ill couple of "I-wish-they-had"s" and' some suggestions for
future shows.

:11 wish more ofthe major manufacturers had committed to
showing their machinery instead or merely bringing pictures
and literature. IIIsympathize with concerns about cost and
location, but. at til is point. the AGMA show has more than
proven itself in terms of its capabillity to draw interested
buyers ..Detroit in 199'1 is the time to take advantage of this
audience in the context of a show devoted exdusively to
gearing.

IIwish manufacturers exhjbltlng at the show would do a
better job 'of telling the marketplace what equipment they
plan to show. This ilnformation would be a good drawing
card. for example, this year Klingelnberg and M & M both

Rick Normenl, (left) Executive Director, Michael Goldstein, and
James Partridge, AGMA President, at ,the Gear Technology
booth.
had good crowds around thelr gear checkers. How many
more people would hay been drawn to the sh wand to
these booths had they known thai there was an opportunity
to do serious, hands-on comparison shoppingfor this type
of mach in ?

I wish exhibitors w r given a stronger voice in practtcal,
basic matters like show length, days afth week, daily hours
for t he show / am 0unt ofti me needed for setup, overlap with
the Te hnical Conference, etc. While none of these matters
were a serious hindranc .to the shows success this year, I
think improvement could be made in some areas. It's im,por-
tant to consult all exbibitors - both large and small-. about
these details, Cone-em for theirconvenience is important
They, after all, are the people paying the bills. Without til
exhibitors, there lisno show.

But these are all minor quibbles. Overall, Gear Expo '89
was a rousing success, and congratulations are lin ord r to
everyone at AGMA and at 'the exhibitors' companies who
worked hard to make it that way.

I, for one, consider this year's success a good beginning for
an even better s ow in 1991

Michaell Goldstein,
Publish-r

Editors~Note: We have received a great number of favorabl
comm nts about ouredttonal in the Nov/iDec issue and re-
quests for additional copie . R prints of this editorial are
available on r qu st from th editonal office.
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Surface fatigue life of CRNand
Vitreous Ground Carburized and
Hardened AISA9310 Spur Gears

Dennis P. Townsend
NASA lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH

P.R. Patel
BeD Helicopter Textron, Forth Worth, TX

Abstrad:

Spur gear surface endurance tests
were conducted to investigate CBN
ground AlSI 9310 spur gears for use in
aircraft applications, to determine their
endurance characteristics and to com-
pare the results with the endurance of
standard vitreous ground AISl 9310
spur gears. Tests were conducted with
VIM-VAR AlSI 9310 carburized and
hardened gears that were finish ground
with either CBN or vitreous grinding
methods. Test conditions were an inlet
oil temperature of 320 K (116°F), an
outlet oil.temperature of 350 K (1700P),
a maximum Hertz stress of 1.71 GPa
(248 ksi), and a speed of 10,000 rpm.

J' 0 Gear fechno'iogy

The CBN ground gearsexhibited a sur-
face fatigue life that was slightly better
than the vitreous ground gears. The
subsurface residual stress of the CBN
ground gears was approximately the
same as that for the standard vitreous
ground gears for the CBN grinding
method used.

Introduction
Grinding of carburized and hardened

gear teeth for aircraft application has
been standard practice for many years.
Grinding is required to produce the re-
quired accuracy and surface finish
necessary for improved life, reduced
noise, and dynamic loads for aircraft
gears. Until a few years ago, the method

used for grinding hardened gears was
the standard vitreous grinding wheel.
The vitreous grinding method typically
produces a very shallow compressive
stress [<0.013 mm (0.0005in.)l on the
surface of the ground part, hut has very
little effect on the subsurface com-
pressive residual stress.

A few years ago cubic boron nitride
(CBN) grinding wheels were introduced
for grinding gears and other parts. (l)

The CBN grinding wheel allows a much
greater rate of stock removal of hard-
ened parts without producing the grind-
ing burns that are prevalent with
vitreous grinding. The CBN crystals
have a high thermal conductivity com-
pared to the vitreous material and con-



duct the heat away from instead of into
the part, Inaddition, the CBN crystals
are very sharp and very hard and pro-
duce a chip-Like cutting action . When a
hardened gear or other part is ground
very hard with considerable force, a
subsurface residual compressive stress is
developed below the su.rtace.(2) This
subsurface residual compressive stress
has been shown to improve the subsur-
face fatigue life of gears and bear-
ings. [3.4) The CBN grinding of carbur-
ized and hardened AlSl9310 steel spur
gears should, therefore, produce
equivalent Of improved surface fatigue
life.

The objectives of the research
reported herein were (1) to investigate
CBN grinding as a method for finishing
aircraft-type gears; (2) to determine the
surface endurance characteristics ·of
CBN ground carburized and hardened
AISI 9310 steel spur gears: (3) to com-
pare the results with standard virtreous
ground carburized and hardened AlSI
9310 steel spur gears. To accomplish
these objectives, tests were conducted
with two groups of gears manufactured
from one lot of material. One group IOf
spur gears from that lot were CBN
ground. For comparison purposes, the
other group of spur gears were
manufactured by vitreous grinding.
The gears had a gear pitch diameter of
8.89 cm (3.50 in.) and 3.2 module (8
diametrial pitch). Test conditions in-
cluded an oil inlet temperature of 320 K

AUTHORS;

MR. D.P, TOWNSEND is a gear consul-
tant for NASA and numerous industrial
companies ..Townsend earneda BSME from
the University of West Virginia. During his
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papers ill the gear and bearing research
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MR. P.R, PATEL is a principal mgineerat
Bell Helicopter Textron, Ft. Worth,- TX. He
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(116°F) that resulted in an oil outlet
temperature of 350 K (170"F). a max-
imum Hertz stress of 1.71 GPa (248 ksil,
and a shaft speed of 10,000 rpm.

A schematic of the test rig is shown in
Fig. Ifb). Oil pressure and leakage flow
are supplied to the load vanes through
a shaft seal. As the oil pressure is in-
creased on the load vanes inside the
slave gear, torque is applied '10 the shaft.
This torque is transmitted through the
test gears back to the slave gear, where
an equal but opposite torque is main-
tained by the oil pressure. This torque
on the test gears, which depends on the
hydraulic pressure applied to the load
vanes, loads the gear teeth to the desired
stress level. The two identical test gears

Apparatus and Procedures
GEAR TEST APPARATUS - The

gear fatigue tests were performed in the
NASA Lewis Research Center's gear
fatigue test apparatus (Fig. La). This test
rig uses the four-square principle of ap-
plying the test gear load so that the in-
put drive only needs to overcome the
frictional losses in the system.

DRIVE
SIW'1;

I

CD-nI2~"15

(A) CUTAWlV II lEW.

SLAVE GEAR,
I,rTEST

I GEARS 1

/ F-=-iiilii&;t==,
I

r: IlfHVE SHAFT
Ii ,.-BELr PULLEY

I

SLAVE-GEAR
TORQIE
~

II
'OFFSET

CD-11421-15

(8) SClVIAnCOIAGRM.

Fig. I-NASA Lewis Research Center' Gear Fatigue Test. Apparatus.
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Table 1. - Gear Data
[Gear tolerance per AGMA Class 12.]

Number of teeth 28
Diametral pitch. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .8
Circular pitch, em (in.) 0.9975 (0.3927)
Whole depth, em (in.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . 0.762 (0.300)
Addendum, em (in.) , . , , , . , , , , .. ,0.318 (0.125)
Chordal tooth thickness reference, em (in.) , , , 0.485 (0.191)
Pressure angle, deg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ,.".,"",.. ... 20
Pitch diameter, em (in.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.890 (3.500)
Outside diameter, em (in.) 9.525 (3.750)
Root diameter, em (in.) 7.98$ (3.145)
Root fillet, em (in.) 0.10 to 0.15 (0.04 to 0.06)
Measurement over pins, em (in.) 9.603 to 9.630' (3.7807 to 3.7915)
Pin diameter, em (in.) 0.549 (0.216)
Backlash reference, em (in.) , 0 ..D25(0.010)
Tip relief, em (in.) , , 0.0013 (0.0005)
Tooth width, em (in.) , , . , 0.64 (0.25)

Table II. - Grinding Data
For Vitreous and CBN Ground Spur Cears

Wheel Gril Finish Ta.bl.e Number Depth 01 Time
sreed, size IJ.m(illn.) speed, of passes cut per 10 grind
rpm sec/pass per tooth pass one gear

Vitreous 1600 60 0.36 (14) 2 36 0.018mm 15 hr
(0.0007;n.)

CBN 3400 70 0.30 (12) 6 5 O.13mm 20m;n
(O.OO5i:n.)

Table V. - Heat Treat Procedure for Test Gears

Pre-carburize heat treatment

Normalize 1725°F for 1 hr
Aireool

IS00°F for 1 hr
Oil quench

1000°F for 4 hr
1700°F for 6.5 hr

1.0 percent carbon potential

Harden

Temper
Carburize

Post-carburize heat treatment

Sub-critlcalanneal lISO°F for 2 hr
Air cool

15OO°Ffor 1 hr
Oil quench

-llSOF for 4 hr
3OO°F for 4 hr

Air cool

Harden

Sub-zero treat
Temper

12 Gear Technology

Table m. - Data for Gear Used for
Residual Stress Measurements

Number of teeth 31
Diametral pitch 8.5
Pressure angle, deg 22
Pitch diameter,
em (in.) 9.264. (3.6.47)
Faeewidth,
em (in.) 3.386 (1.333)

Ta.ble IV. - Chemical Composition of
Test Materials by Percent Weigl1t

Element A[SI
9310
gears

Carbon (core)
Manganese
Phosphorus
Sulfur
Silicon
Copper
Chromium
Molybdenum
Vanadium
Nickel
lron

0.10
.60
.006
.005
.24
.04

1.35
.16
.01

3.37
Balance

can be started under no load, and the
load can be applied gradually without
changing the running traek on the gear
teeth.

Separate lubrication systems are pro-
vided for the test gears and the main
gearbox. The two lubricant systems are
separated at the gearbox shafts by
pressurized labyrinth seals. Nitrogen is
the seal gas. The test gear lubricant is
filtered through a 5 /tm nominal fiber-
glass filter. The test lubricant can be
heated electrically with an immersion
heater. The skin temperature of the
heater is controlled to prevent over-
heating the test lubricant.

A vibration transducer mounted on
the gearbox is used to automatically
shut off the test rig when a gear surface
fatigue occurs. The gearbox is also
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automatically shutoff if there isa loss ,of
oil Row to either the main gearbox or
the test gears; if the test gear o:il over-
heats; or if there is a loss of seal gas
pre surization.

The belt-driven test rig can be
operated at several fixed speeds by
changing pulleys. The operating speed
for the tests reported herein was 10,.000
rpm.

TEST GEARS - A photograph of
the test gears is shown in tig. 2. The di-
mensions of thegears are given inTable
I.All.gears hada nominal surface finish
on 'the tooth face of 0.2 ~ (811 in.) rms
or better. 'Iypieal surface finish charts
for both grinding methods are shown in
Fig. 3. All gears havea standard 20" in-
volute profilew.ith tip relief. The Itip
relief was 0.0013 em (0.0005 in.] starting
at the hjghest point of single tooth oon-
tact, One group of gears was ground
with a vitreous grinding wheel wi,th
speed, feed, and metal removal rate as
shown in Table II. The second group of
gears were ground with a CBN form
grind'erw.ith speed. feed, and metal
removal rate as shown in Table Il,

Residual stress profiles were estab-
lished using a gear configuration
described in Table m. to determine the
difference between the two grinding
'techniques. For baseline condition. one
gear was tested in as-carburized condi-
Ilion. The stress measurements were
made usLngx-ray diffraction technique
at the approximate pitch diameter of the
gears. Th.e results of residual stress
measurementsare summarized in Fig. 4.

TEST MATERIAL - The gears were
manufactured from vacuum induction
melted. vacuum arc remelted (VIM
VAR) AlS[ 93101 steel. The nominal
chemical composition of the gears is
given in Table IV. The heat. treatment
procedure For the test gears is given in
Table V. The case and core properties of
the 'test gears are given in Table VL
Photomicrographs of the case and core
of a test gear are given in Figs. Sa and b.

TEST lU-SRICANT - AU the gears
were lubricated with a single batch of
synthetic paraffinic oil. which was the
standard test lubricant for the gear rests..

Fig. 2- Test Gear Configuration.
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The physical properties of this lubricant
are summarized in Table VII. five per-
cent of an extreme pressure additive,
designated Lubrizol 5002 (partial
chemical analysis given in Table VII)
was added to the lubricant.

TEST PROCEDURE - After the test
gears were cleaned to remove their pro-
tective coating, they were assembled on
the test rig, The test gears were run in an.
offset condition with a 0,30 em (0.120
in.) tooth-surface overlap to give a sur-
face load width on the gear face of 0.28
em (0'.110' in.): ,thereby allowing for an
edge radius on the gear 'teeth. If both
faces of the gears were tested, four
fatigue tests could be run for 'each set of
gears ..All tests were run in at aload per
unit width of 1230 N/cm (700 lh/in.)
for 1 hr. The load was then increased to
5800' N/cm (3300 lb/fn.), which
resulted in a 1.71 CPa (2481<50pitch line
maximum Hertz stress. At the pi too line
load the tooth bending stress was 0.21
CPa (30 ksi) if plain bending was
assumed. However, because there was
an offset load, there was an additional
st.ressimposed on the tooth bending
stress, Combining the bending and tor-
sional moments gave a. maximum stress
of 0.26 GPa (37 ksi). This bending stress
did not indudethe effects of tip relief,
which would also increase the bending
stress.

Since the offset test method may in-
trodu.ceedge loading effects, the
method was originally checked with
and without crowned ge31'S..There was
no difference between crowned and un-
crowned gears, Also all fatigue spal1s
with uncrowned gears originate evenly
along the tooth flank and never start at
the edge location. This is proof that the
offset test condition is an acceptable
method for surface fatigue testing.

Operating the test gears at 10,000
rpm gave a pitch line velocity of 46.55
m Isec 9163 ft / min). Lubricant was sup-
plied to the i:nletmesh at 800 em3/ min
(49 in.3 /mirr) and .320±6 K (116±100f).
Thelubricant outl.et temperature was
nearly constant at 350±3 K (170±5°P).
The tests ran continuously (24 hr /day)
until the rig was automatically shut

Table VI. - Case and Core Properties of Test Gears

Conv. Grollnd CBNGround

Surface hardness, HRC
HRC 60 depth, mm (in.)
H_RC50 depth, mm (in.)
Core hardness, HRC
Retained austenite, percent

63.0
0.53 (0.021)
0.97 (0,038)

38,0
6,6

61.5
0.45 (0.018)

0.99 (0.039)
38.0

6,0

(A) Case

(B) Core

Fig. 5 - Photomicrographs of the Case and Core Material for Test Gears.
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down by the vibration detecti.on
'transducer (located on the gearbox ad-
jacent to the test gears) or until 500
hours ,ofoperation without failure were
comp]'eted. The lubricant circu]'afed
through a 5 #Lm fiberglass filter to,
remove wearpartides. For each test. 3.8
liters (1gal.) oflubricant were used. At
the end ,of each test, the lubricant and
filter element were discarded. Inlet and
outlet oil temperatures were con-
tinuously recorded on a strip-<:hal't
recorder.

The pitch line elastohydrodyna_rni_
(EHD) film thickness was calculated by
the method of Reference 5. It was
assumed for thlsfillm thickness c.alcuJa-
tion that the gear surface temperature at
the pitch line was equal to the outl-t oil
temperature and that the inlet oil
temperature to the contact zone was
equal to the gear temperature, even
though the oil jet inlet temperature was
considerably lower. It is possible that
the gear surface temperature was even
higher than the oil outlet temperature,
especially at the 'end points of sliding
contact, The EHD film thickness for
these conditions was computed to be
0.33,an (13,~in.)" which gave an initial
ratio of film thickness to composite sur- I

face r:oughness (11 /.or) ofl.15at the 1.71
CPa (248 ksi) pitch line maximum Hertz
stress.

Each pair of gears was considered as
a system and, hence, a single test. Test
results were evaluated using WeibulJ
plots calculated by the method of
Johnson.l61 (A Weibull plot is the num-
ber of stress cycles versus the statistical,
percent of gear system failed.)

Results and Discussion

One lot of VlM VAR AlSI 9310 steel
spur gears was divided into two groups
and 'endurance tested. One group was
ground by a vitreous grinding whee~,
while the second groupwas ground by
a CBN form grinding wheel. Test con-
ditions consisted of a tangential. teeth
loadof 58OON/an, (3300 Lb/in.)" which
produced a maximum Hertz stress of
1.7GPa (248 ksi). and a speed ot 10.000

Table VIE. - Lubricant Properties
,

Property Synthetic
Paraffinic oil

pJ:usadd~tiv:es *

Kinematic viscosity, cm2/sec (c) at:
I244 K ( - 20°F) 2500 X 10-2 (2500)
I

311 K (100°F) 31.6 X 10-2 (31.6) I

372 K (2100P) 5.5 X 10_2 (5.5)
477 K (4000P) 2.QXl0-2 U.O)

flash point, K (0 F) 508 (455)
Fire point. K (0 F) 533 (500)

,

IPour point K (oF) 219(-65)
I

Specific gravity 0.8285
Vapor pressere at 311 K (lOODF). 0.1

mm Hg (or torr) ,

Specific heat a.t 311 K (l00DP), 2190 (0.523)
J I(kg) (K); Btu/(lb)(DF)

\

..Additive Lubrizol 5002 (S vol %): phosphorus 0.03 vol % .sulfur. 0.93 vol %.

Composite Gear Tester
with digital evaluation and statistics

The HOMMEL 8305 ,gear tester and Z-2OOO
complilter-based amplifier/printer-recorder
prOVide:
.. accurate nonsubjective measurement of

totall compos~e variation, tooth-to-tooth
variation" runout, number of teeth out 0#
tolerance" maximum, minimum and average
'center distance.

.. statisticall evaluation plus graphic recording.

.. fast, easy-ID-use prOOuction measurement
of all gear types.

The Z-2000 Computer can be
retrofit" moot COInflOIIIM
IIISI8I5lneludilg the 114=
AEDUINER Callier detlils.

1411MEl
100 Production Court
New Brilain, GT 06051
(200)223-6784
IFAX: (203) 223-3l'79
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Fig. ,6- Surface Fatigue life of Carburized, Hardened, Ground and Shot Peened Test Gears. Speed 10,000 ,rpm; Maximum Hertz Stress. 1. 71 GPa (248
K:si);Temperature, 350 K (1700 F); lubricant, Synthetic Paraffinic With 5% E P Additive.

rpm. The gears failed by classical sub-
surface pitting Fatigue. The pitting
fatigue me results of these tests are
shown in the Weibull plots of Fig. 6 and
are summarized in Table VIn.

Pitting fatigue life results for the gears
that were ground by the vitreous grind-
ing wheel, are shown in Fig. 6a. The 10
and 50% lives were 82.Sxl06 and
371x106 stress cycles (137 and 618 hr),
respectively, The WeibulI slope was
1.25. The failure index (i.e., the number
of fatigue faiIures out of the number of
sets tested) was 6 out of 16. A typical

Fig. 7- Typical Fabgue Spall forAlSI 9310 Gears. fatigue spall that occurs near the pitch

Table Vlli. - Spur Cear Fatig!Uelife Results

[Pitch diameter, 8.89cm (3.50 in.): maximum Hertz stress, 1.71 GPa (248 ksi):
speed, 10,000 rpm; lubricant, synthetic paraffinic oil; gear temperature, 350 K
(170°F).]

Gear system life,
revolutions

Wei.bull
slope

Failure
index'

Confidence
number at

10% level?"

10% life 50% We

Standard
ground
VIM-VAR
AlSI9310

8Z.5Xld 1.25 e our of16

CBN
ground
V1MNAR
AlSI9.310

122.7 x 10° 70ut of 181.34 60

"Number of surface fatigue failures out of number of gears tested.
"Percentage of time that 10% life obtained with AISl9310 gearswill have the same relation to the 10%
life obtained with Ex·53 gears or CBS 1000 M.

J' 6 Gear T:echnofogy

line is shown in Fig. 7. This is a typical
fatigue spall similar to those observed in
rolling element fatigue tests ..The pitch
line pitting is the result of a high subsur-
face shearing stress which develops sub-
surface cracks. These subsurface cracks
propagate into a crack network which
results in a fatigue spall that is slightly
below the pitch line, where the sliding
condition is more severe.

Pitting fatigue life results for the gear
systems that were ground by a CBN
form grinder are shown in Fig. 6b. The
10 and 50% surface fatigue lives were
122.7xl06 and s02xl0° stress cycles
(20s and 837 hr), respectively. The
Weibull slope was 1.34. The failure in-
dex. was 7 out of 18. The 10% surface
fatigue lifeof the CBN gr-oundgears was
""1-1/2 times that of the standard
vitreous ground gears. The confidence
number was 60 %, which indicates that
there are 600 chances out of 1000 tests
that the 10% life of the CBN ground
gears will be superior to the 10% life of
the vitreous ground gears .. This in-
dicates that there is not a lot of statistical
significance to the life difference be-
tween the two groups of gears. How-
ever, it does indicate that the CBN gears
are at least equivalent in life to the
vitreous ground gears or slightly better.
The equivalent residual stress profile of
the two methods of grinding would also
indicate that the fatigue life should be
approximately the same, A more vig-
orous CBN grinding could induce some
additional compressive residual stress;



thereby, improving the surface fatigue
life.(2-3)A summary of the fatigue lives
of the two groups of ground gears are
given in Pig, 6c ..

Summary of Results
Spur gear endurance tests were con-

ducted to investigate CBNground AlSI
9310 spur gears for use in aircraft gear
applications, to determine their endur-
ance characteristics and to compare the
results with the endurance of standard
vitreous ground AlSI 9310 spur gears ..
Tests were conducted. with V]M-VAR
AlSI 9310 carburized and hardened
gears that were finished ground with
either CBNor vitreous grinding meth-
ods .. Test conditions were an inlet oil
temperature of 320 K (116°F) ,an outlet
oil temperature of 350 K (170° IF)' a max-
imum. Hertz stress of 1.71 GPa (248 ksi),
and a speed of 10,.000rpm. The follow-
ing results were obtained:

1. The CBN ground gears exhibited
a surface fatigue life that was slightly
better than the vitreous ground gears.

2. The subsurface residual stress of
the CBN ground gears was approx-
imately the same as that for the stand-
ard vitreous ground gears for the CBN
grinding method used.
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Application of Miners Rule to Indus °rial Cear Drives
Donald R. McVittie, Cear Engineers, Inc., Seattle, WA

Robert L. ErricheHo, GEARTECH, Albany, CA

Introduction
We need a method to analyze cumulative fatigue damage

to specify and to design gear drives which will operate under
varying load. Since load is seldom eonstanf, most applica-
tions need this analysis.

Service and application factors have been used to approx-
imate the effect of variable load, but they can give poor results
when we extrapolate experience with one design, such as a
through-hardened parallel shaft reducer, to a replacement
design of different configuration or material, such as a car-
burized planetary reducer to drive the same machine. They
can also be unreliable in estimating the size of gear reducers
required For a new application, as in the following wind tur-
bine example.

One of the reasons for this weakness is that the slope of the
S-N curve affects the fatigue life and the amount of damage
done at each stress level. When we change steels, we should
change service factors.

VJhen existing similar drives are satisfactory and no change
in design concept is contemplated, service factors can be an
adequate method of sizing industrial gear units. When we
make changes from the design or operating conditions which
generated the original service factors, we need to be very
conservative.

When operating conditions or material properties are bet-
ter known, Miner's rule provides a superior method of
estimating gear size and performance,

Miner's Rule
Although Fuchs and Stevens (1980) called theconcept of

cumulative fatigue damage a "useful fiction" ,experience has
shown that components subjected to varying loads do, in
fact, fail in a manner which is consistent with cumulative
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fatigue damage ..The hnear-cumulative-fatigue-damage rule
was fir~t proposed by Palmgren (1924) for predicting ball
bearing life and independently by Miner (19415) for predicting
the fatigue liI·eof aircraft components. They introduced the
simple idea that if a component is cyclically loaded at a stress
level that would cause fatigue failure in lOScycles, then each
cycle consumes one part in lOS of the life of the component.
If the loading ischanged toa stress level that causes failure in
104 cycles, each of these cycles consumes one part in 104 of
the life, and so on ..When the sum of the individual damages
equals 1.0, fatigue failure is predicted. In equation fmm,
Miner's Rule is

n2 + ... + ni= I
N2 Nj

(1)

where:
n, = number of cycles at the ith stress.
N, =number of cycles to failure at the ith stress.

n· - - - --
--.!. = damage ratio at the ith stress.
Nt

If the fraction of cycles at each stress is known rather than
the actual. number of cycles, the cycles are given by

nj = Ilj*N (2)
where

III = cycle ratio (fraction of cycles at the ith stress),
N = resultant fatigue life (total cycles).

Miner's Rule may be rewritten as

III *N + 1l2*N + ... + Ilj*N = 1
Nl N2 Ni

which may be solved for the resultant life:

(3)

(4)+ Ilj

N·-' -J

The cycle ratio may be obtained from the load spectrum
by

ni
Ili. =-

En;
(5)

where
n; = number of cycles at the ith load in the load

sp ctrum.
rni = total number of cycles in the load spectrum.



It is important to note that as the loads are grouped, the in-
dividual loads are aU assumed to be the same value as the
maximum for that group. In the interest of acceracv. the sub-
divisions of groups should be narrow for higher loads where
most of Ith fatigue damage is done.It is also important to. in-
dude oecasicnal peak loads, since they can be very damaging.

Various cyde-counting techniques such asth Range-Parr,
Rainflow and Racetrack methods are described by Nelson
(1978) and Fuchs (1980) to convert complicated load spec-
trums into simplified histograms, Most of these methods were
developed forana1ysis of structural members where stress
does not return to zero. at each application of the load. For
gear teeth it is usually sufficiently accurate to count each load
application as a cycle. Fig. 2- Wind turbine/i:l'nl'r.attll'"

The number of cycles at each lead is calculated from

where
Wi = 'speed at the ith load (rpm).
ti= time at the ith load (hour).

The equivalent (baseline) speed is given by

1
Wb = ,,=""-~~---~-
. ctl + ct2 + + aj

WI Wz Wi

The resuiJant life in hours is

L=~
6O"Wb

The use ,ef Miner's rule for gears was described by
Hapeman (1971). Appendices to. AGMA 170.01-1976,
"Design Guide for Vehicle Spur and Helical Gears," and
AGM_A 218.0l~1982, "Rating the Pitting Resistance and
Bending Strength of Spur and Helical Involute Gear Teeth,"
also. describe its use.

Method
The application ·of Miner's rule to gear drives requires

knowledge of the load, usually aeyclic, repetitive pattern
which can be closely analyzed; actual gear geometry from
a trial design or the final design; gear material S-N curve.

The repetitive pattern of the load data. allows it to be
divided arbitrarily into sections, summing the leads and cy-
de counts into. a. load spectrum. Fig 1. shews the results
graphically. It is assumed that the pattern is repeated
throughout the life of the gear set. The load spectrum is
shewn in form suitable for computer input in Table 1.

Table 1
Load pect:rum arranged for computer input.

loadSpK1ril~1 HOO AMI' Lm.1

L"..d Segment Sp!Ctrum 1 S~lru", 5 S~trum ]2 Awug. Cycl ..
In P'"

1(1PS Time, Sec ... Ti~ ... Ti"", ... '" Ind ....

120>100 3.0 8.11 2.0 5.41 1.2 3.24 55'1 19.33
100;:>80 \/,0 24.32 6,5 ]7,57 5 ..0 ]3,51 18.47 63.90
80>60 11.8 31.89 lS.3 4l.l5 128 34.50 35.\15 124..37
60>40 6.0 16,22 6,8 16,22 9.0 24"J2 18.92 65.46
40>0 7.2 1946 7.2 19.46 9.0 24.32 2].08 72.114
Total J7,0 1.00,00 37.8 100.00 37,8 100,00 10000 J46.oo

(6)

In most transmissions it is possible ~forthe same tooth to see
the peak lead at each repetition of the load spectru...m.Insam
low speed gears, such as the final drive gear ef the micr wav
antenna in Example 4, the peak load. may not be applied to
the same tooth at each repetition.

Each gear in the machine is checked to find w.h1chhas the
shortest life. The authors know no shortcut way to do this.
A computer is indispensable to handle the volumineus
calculations ef bending stress, pittmg stress, resuJtant lives at
those stresses and the summation of those lives for each
loading condition and each gear in the 'transmission.(7)

(8)

Example 1: Wind Turbine Speed Increaser
A wind turbine, Fig. 2, must tum at a constant peed to

maintain the correct frequency of the electrical power that it
generates. The wind speed is Iar Irorn constant and many
gusts exceed 50 miles per hour. The inertia of the wind tur-
bine rotor smooths small wind gusts, but larger variations in
wind speed are usually accommodated by pitching the blades
of the rotor, Ma.I1.ywind turbines ha ve a computer to.contr I.
the generator speed ito less than 1 % variation.

A gearbox is used to increase the rater speed (typkalIy less

0100 200
I'INON oeus

Fig. 1- Typical load ~~ irum
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than 100 rpm} to the speed of the generator (usually 1800
rpm). The gearbox loads are non-uniform due to wind gusts
and aerodynamic turbulence of the rotor, causing theentire
system of rotor, drive train, generator and tower to vibrate.
Each time a rotor blade passes the "shadow" of the tower. the
gearbox experiences a torque pulsation. Because the vibration
is so severe, standard industrial practice cannot be used for
a wind turbine gearbox ..

At one wind farm, several thousand gearboxes of two dif-
ferenr designs were installed side by side. One of the designs
survived, but the other failed prematurely, Inspection of the
failed low-speed gears has shown that they were manufac-
tured with excessive lengthwise crowning, which reduced the
effective race width and increased the load on the central por-
tion of the teeth. As part of the failure analysis, the low-speed
gear set was rated per AGMA 218.01 using actual measured
loads.

Field measurements of the load on a wind turbine were
made over a four month period. The reaction torque was
measured by applying strain gages to the torque arm of the
shaft-mounted gearbox. Data was collected on a self-
contained, microprocessor-based recorder. The transducer
was calibrated by statically loading the rotor with known
loads. Data were collected by storing the number of peaks oc-
curring in fifteen discrete bins of equal increments of torque.
The strain signal from the torque arm transducer was con-
verted to shaft torque by mulitiplying by the calibration
constant.

The load histogram is included in Appendix 1.The load
ratio was calculated by dividing the torque at each of the
sampling bins by the torque corresponding to 100 kw
generator output power. The cycle ratio was calculated by
dividing the number of counts in each bin by the total number
of counts.

The expected life of the drive is 50,000 hours. The Miner's
Rule rating of the low-speed gear indicates that its pitting and
bending fatigue life should be more than adequate if its helix
is properly modified ..However, with excessive crown the load
distribution factor increases from Cm = 1.3 to as high as Cm
= 2.6, and both pitting and bending fatigue lives drop to ap-
proximately 100 hours. These calculatedresults correlate with
Heldexperience where gears with proper crowning survive for
years of operation. whi.le those with excessive crown fail in
a few hundred to several thousand hours.

Example 2: Container Crane Main Hoist
The gearing for the main hoist of a container crane, Fig. 3,

has a spectrum of loads because some of the time it must lift
only the spreader (the device which attaches to the top of the
container), and at other times it must lift both the spreader
and a container which ranges from 10 to 40 long tons,
depending on its size. Some main hoist systems consist of dual
cable-winding drums with twin drive trains. In these cases,
the load on one of the gear trains is increased if the loads in
the container are off center. The duty cycle also influences the
loads on the gearing. sometimes the container crane wil1only
be used to either unload or load a ship, while at other times
it will both unload and load. In the first case, the gearing is
only fully loaded for one half the time, while in. the second
case it is loaded all the while the trolley travels from the ship
to the dock and back again. .

The Federation Europeene de la Manutention "Rules for the
Design of Hoisting Appliances" gives the load spectrum
shown in Fig. 4. It considers hoisting motions with and
without useful loads. In the figure, 0 represents the useful.load
of container and its contents, and 'Y represents the weight of
the spreader, head block, sheaves and portions of the lifting
ropes. Fig. 4 is based on a typical application where

s = 90,000 Ib (40 T container)
l' = 30,000 Ib (spreader, head block, etc.)

o + 'Y = 120,000 Ib
2/3*0 + 'Y= 90,000 Ib
1/3*0 + 'Y = 60,000 Ib

Fig. 4 also shows an actual load spectrum determined from
records of container weights for a particular crane at the Port
of Oakland obtained over a one-year period. It shows that the
F.E.M. spectrum is conservative Ior this example because
fully loaded, maximum size containers we:re rarely
encountered.

The following example demonstrates a load spectrum for
a main hoist where the motor speed varies with the lifted load.
(See Table 2.) It is based on the percent times given in the
F.E.M. specification, and it shows that percent time is not the
same as percent cycles when the speed varies,

Table 2
Main Hoist Load Spectrum

Load Power Speed Time Torque Cycles Load Cycle
No. P w, T n, ROlio/l, RalioO'j

(kW) (rpm) (hr) lib-in) 00'1 (T,ITm"i n/!:n.

I 560 650 3750 nno 1.4625 1.0000 0.0831
2 560 850 3750 55610 1.9125 0.7647 0.1087
3 560 1L40 5000 38120 3.7200 0.5242 0.2114
4 340 1400 12500 20260 10.5000 0.27& O,SqOS

Fig ..J-Container crane. 1:\ - 2soo:J !:n• - 1.7595xlO· 1.0000
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The main hoist cable-winding drum is driven by a DC elec-
tric motor through a parallel shaft. single helical, three stage
peed reducer. The overall ratio is 23/l.

The load histogram. (See Appendix 2.) was calculated based
on ItheF.E.M. specification. Required life is 25,000 hours.

Equiv.alent (baseline) speed:

1
Wb - --------

~+~+ al +~
WI W2 WJ W4

1------------------------------------
.08:31
650

.2114

1240
+ .5968

1400
.1087+ +
850'

- 1173 rpm

Baseline power:

P
b

= (Tb)(Wb)

63025

:= (72720)(1173) = 1354 hp
63025 .

The Miner's Rule rating shows that % time is not the same
as % cycles, i.e.,

Load % time % cycles
No. tl/):tl n/Enj

1 0.15 0'.0831
2 0.15 0'.1087
3 0.20 0'.2114
4 0.50 0.5968

Miner's rule shows that the cubic mean load cannot be used
for gearing; i..e.,

(9)

o '0.:1 o..t
" TL_ •. ,./[·t.

'. e,
0

=Ii:C) 0.4

'"0'
.i!

Q.lI

Fig. 4 - Container crane load spectra.

(10) Using e -. 3 (cubic mean) gives
Pefl = 1354 [(1)3(.0831) + (,7647)3(.1087)

+ (.5242)3(.2114) + (.2786)3(.5968)iI' 3
=757 hp

Usinge = 1/2(.056) = 8.93 (AGMA218.01 Fig. 20, lower
curve) gives

Peff = 1354[(1)8.93(.0831) +(.7647)8.93(.1087)
+ (.5242)8.'13(.2114)
+ (.2786)8.93(.5968) j1 8.93

= l038np

Hence, using cubic mean load undere timates the effecI ive
load by a factor of 1.37.

(11)

Example 3: Train. Positioner
Unit trains of about 100 cars, carrying 10,000 metric tons

of coal and powered by five locomotives, Fig. 5, are used t
haul coal to power stations and to the ports. The' trains are

He'at I'reating and more, ... from ShoreK
"iManaged by experienced metallurgists "Minimize distortion
• Exc!us.ive4~sta!le nitridinglprocess for precise ,control
"Contr,oUed ,atmosphere, capabilities include caJ'buri~ng. carbon Irestoration.

decarburizing. carbon itriclinll. hard'eningl, anneal ing. normalizing and
ferritic niuoca:rburizing

"Cryogenic treating. straigl1teniing, and more
-lMelaliagraphic Lab ,
• Statistical Process Conlrall (S'PC)

Forma" SSHORE ElM VlEATING, INC.
mfofI/laliol!. 5475 . vlon PaJk DrM! •. Cleveland. OH ".1.143,
COntacl' ," (216)413-2020 .• FIIC (216)473!.0047

CIRCLE .A~llli ON REAlOER REPLY CARD
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more than 70;)0 feet long ..The coal is dumped by rotating the
cars, one 01' two at a time, around their couplings. The train
is automatically positioned by a winch For each dumping se-
quence. A direct current mill motor drives the cable drum
through a 6811 ratio parallel shaft, single helical three-stage
gear reducer. Four years after it was installed, the high speed
pinion failed.

fig. 5 - Unit coal train.

% CYCLES

Il. I

I

- ::-1

L....-

... --

2.

II

'" ..0 10' 10

Fig.6- Load histogram tor train positioner.
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A load histogram was abstracted from field measurement
of load fora 106 car train. (See Appendix 3.) Motor current
was measured with a recording ammeter which was
calibrated against actual cable tension by a load cell in the
cable anchor. Three sections, each representing one "car" of
the complete ammeter recording, were analyzed. The graph
was divided into zones representing 20 % load bands. The
time at which the measured load was in each band was
measured from the charts and the three sets of data were
averaged. Fig. 1 shows a similar load spectrum. The load
histogram is shown in Fig. 6.

The required life was 10,000 trains = 1.06 x 10° cars =

3.6)( loB pinion cycles under load.
Using Miner'srule, the calculated lives and modes of failure

are:

Gear ModeCalculated Life
Cycles Hours
7.37 x.107 1580
3.02 x 107 3050

1st Pinion
1st Gear

Pitting
Pitting

Only the input mesh is included in this example. The first
input pinion failed by tooth fracture with heavy pitting after
moving approximately 1400 trains or 5.6 x 107 pinion cycles.
The calculated life of 7.4 x 107 cycles agrees reasonably well,
indicating that this was an overload failure.

The first pinion in a second drive was removed from serv-
ice a year after the firstpinion failed. It. had moved approx-
imately the sante number of trains and was heavily pitted.
(See Fig. 7.)

The designer of the positioner had made a cubic-mean-load
analysis of the expected load spectrum and had sized the elec-
tric motor and the gear drive on the resulting load, with a
service factor of 1.6. The electric motor has been maintenance
free in this application, probably because it is thermally
limited and has enough time to cool off between torque peaks .
The pinions, which easily meet the 1.6 service factor rating,
just weren't big enough to handle the load. The gear rating
had to be increased by 50% to survive in this service.

The original through-hardened pinions have been replaced
with carburized and ground parts, and the load has been
reduced 30% by limiting the motor torque. Miner's rule
predicts that with these changes the drive will give satisfac-
tory service.

Example 4..Microwave Antenna.

Large microwave antennas, Fig. 8, whether they are used
for satellite communication or for radar, are subjected to
variable loads. toad spectra for theseantennas come from
historic weather data, combined with occasional high ac-
eeleration requirements to reach the stowage position and to
pick up new satellites. Tracking antennas and radars are sub--
jected to varying inertia loads as well. The forces required to
achieve the required accelerations are established by measure-
ment (strain gage or motor current) on the same or similar
machines ..The accelertion requirements, severity and Ire-
quency are usually established by a performance specifica-
tion, based on the intended use of the machine.

The following example is typical of many antenna drives
which see the heaviest loads on just a few teeth. It is an



azimuth-elevation mount, with a yoke which rotates on a
verticalaxis (azimuth motion) supporting the antenna on a
horizontal axis (elevation motion) ..Separate ring gear sectors
for each mo'tionare driven by pairs of OPPO ing gear drives
to eliminate backlash. Direct current servomotors are con-
trolled by a pointing system to sweep back and forth through
a 105D sector of the sky.

In order to investigate the feasibility of convert ing a surplus
antenna mount for this application, a Miner's rule study of
the proposed gear train was undertaken. The load spectrum
was estimated :from the friction and inertia portions of a
similar existing antenna's load spectrum. ]t is shown as Fig.
9. Both antennas are in endo ures, so no aerodynamic loads
af1eencountered.

]n this antenna, a right angle enclosed special gear reducer
drives an exposed pinion which meshes with an external spur
gear cut integral with a large roller bearing. The overall ratio
is 30011.

The required lif,eis 3800 "scan cycles" of 56 tooth azimuth
gear travel in each direction per day for llXXJ days or approx-
imately 14,000 loaded hours.

A graph of load vs. position (Az. gear tooth number! was
calcul a ted from operating test results on the identical anten-
na mount and adiusted mathematically for the higher ac-
celerations required for this service. The graph was divided
into zones representing acceleration and velocity steps. (See
fig. 9.) Th pinicnloadsare different by th amount of torque
bias required to control backlash.

A separate load spectrum was developed for the gear teeth
because one gear tooth would 'only see Ithe maximum load
every "scan cycle" if the antenna were always trained. in one
direction. ~or this analysis, the antenna is assumed to be

'Fig. 9 - toad spectrum for radar antenna.

trained in random directions, averaging the load over the g ar
teeth. This is accomplished by the large "unload" block in the
gear load spectrum.

In addition to the operating cycle, ill. maintenance cycleIs
included in the load spectrum. The loads are lighter 'than 'the
operating cyde, so i.t does little damage to the gear teeth.

The load hi togram i included in Appendix 4.
Only the output mesh is included in thi .example. Th

through-ha.rdened output pinion had a calculated piuinglife
of less than 10Cl0hours under the predicted loadpectrum, so
the substitution of a carburized pinion was investigated. Th
carburized pinion has a satisfactory projected life, but the
through- hardened azimuth gear limits the expected life of the
drive to 6400 hours.

Significance ,of Peak Load
The damage ratios shown in the examples, (Appendices

1-4) show that peak loads are very damaging, even if they
operate for short 'times. They also show that peak loads are
relatively more damaging to the bending f.atigue lile than to
the pitting fatigue life. For this reason, gear tests thatare ac-
oelerated by increasing the load are likely to accentuate bend-
ing fatigue.

Conclusions
• Miner's rule can be ueces fully applied 10 industrial gear

drives.

'. Peak loads cannot be ignored in gear life calculations
because th y frequently do the most damage even if they
operate for short times,

• Peak loads are much more damaging to Ithe bending fatigu
life than th - pitting faltigue life. For thi reas n, gear tests
that areaccelerated by increasing the Ioad ar likely 10 ar-
centuat bending fatigue.

• [f the operating speed varies, percent time does not equal
percen tcycles.

• The "cubic mean load" applies to ball bearings, but n t to
gears because their S-N curves have diff r nt hapes.

(continued Ot1 PQg 26)
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G,..,American Gearmakers demand maximum production, highest quality, mini-
mum downtime and fast payback from their equipment suppliers, That's exactly what
CIMA~USA delivers ... with global technology and state-of-the-art controls on each and
every gear hobber.

From stand alone units ....to semi-automatics ... to fully automatic bobbers (for FMS
Cells), elM A-USA brings World Class bobbing machine designs tathe gear industry with
operator-friendly, easily maintainable componentry and controls.

Built tough to withstand rigorous gear making conditions, erMA-USA hobbers
employ double ribbed wall meehanite construction for maximum stiffness and re istanee
to torsional and bending stresses. The worktable is composed of casehardened and
tempered steel for maximum durability. AU moving and stationary components are

designed with one thing in mind ... years and
years of optimum performance.

CrMA-USA offers an abundance of
tandard features like: 6 axis operation, full

thermal compensation. air-conditioned cabi-
netry,4 ynchronized software controloption •
and semi-automatic hob changing. With
options for differential feeding. fully autornaric
hob changing. automatic fixture change and a
host of loading configurations, CIMA-USA can
cusrern-build a machine to match your exact
specifications.

Product innovation constitutes the future
at CIMA-USA. To keep Great American
Gearrnakers competitive in II rapidly changing
marketp]ace. ClMA-USA recently introduced
the Model 160, a compact. 6 axis bobber
teaturmg higher table and hob head peed .
New model • soon to be introduced include a
larger diameter hobberand a highly specialized
grinder for cost-effective production of
"ground quality" gearing.

CIMA-USAis proud to serve 'Great
American Gearrnakers with equipment. Lhat
REDUCES CYCLE TIMES, IMPROVES or
MONITORS QUALITY and INCREASES
SHOP PROFITABILlTY. And. we support
equipment with unparalleled spare parts &
service capability .. .if it's ever required.

Ask our sales repre emative for further
details or contact C[MA-USA. Division of
GDPM Inc .. 501 Southlake Blvd., Richmond,
V A 23236. Phone (804) 794-9764.
FAX (804) 794-6187, Telex 6844252.

CIi\>U•.260

CIMA350

Global 'Iechnologywith a U.S. Base
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APPLICATION OF MINER'S
(continued from page 23)

Appendix 1
Data Em Example ] - Wind Turbine

Gear Geometry Data

Pari A - lnput Data Summary

Tooth Number
Net Face Width (In.)
Outside Diameter (In.)
.!l1tE'TIlal Gear 1.0. (In.)
Normal Diametral Pitch
Normal Pressure Angle (Deg.)
Standard Helix Angle (Deg.)
Operating Center Distance (In.)

Gear Geometry Data. For Pnd - 1.0
Addendum Modification Coefficient
Thinning For B cklash Delta (snl), Delta (snz)
Stock Allow. Per Side For Finishing

Tool Geometry Data For Pnd - ].0

Tool Normal Tooth Thickness
Tool Addendum
Tool Tip Radius
Tool Protuberance

Materials/Heat Treatment Data
Modulus of Elasticity (PSI)

Poisson's Ratio
Brinell Hardness
Material (Code)
Material Grade
Heat Treatment (Code)
Induction Hardening Pattern

Load Data
Transmitted Power (HPJ
Pinion Speed (rpm)
Gear Blank Temperature (Deg. F)
Reliability
N umber of Contacts per Revol ution
Reversed Bending?

Derating Factors
Application Factor For Pitting Resistance
Size Factor For Pitting Resistance
Surface Condition Factor
load Dist. Factor For Pitting Resistance
Dynamic Factor For Pitting Resistance

Runtime Options
Option Chosen For Calculating mN
Type of Analysis Chosen
Curve Chosen

26 'Gem Technology

NP.NG ..
Fl, £=2-
do, Do"

Dj-
Pnd ...

PHl(c) -
PS!(s) ...

C-

Xl. X2-

Us]. Us2 -

Icel, tee2-
haol.hao2 ...
r'Iel, rTe2-

Deltatot). Deltatoz) ..

EP,EG -
MU(Pl, MU(G) ...

HBP, HBG-

P-
n[?) -
Tb-
R-

Ca -
Cs -
0-

Cm -
Cv-

Pinion

21.
4.7500
4.3180

5.5000
25.0000

15.0996
11.7700

0.0000
0.0240
0.0086

1.5536
1.3570
0.2670
0.0110

30.000.000'.
0.3000
654

Steel (1)
2

Carburized (4)
N/A

134,.0000

362.0000
200.

0.9900

N

1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
2.6000
0.9000

Accurate
Miner's Rule
tower

Geil1
104.

4.7500
19.9490
0.0000

0.0000
0.0240

0.0086

1.5536
1.3570
0.2670
o.cno

30,000,000.

0.3000
543

Steel (1)

1
Ind'. Hard (3)

A(l}

1
N



Case [dent: Example 1Wind Turbine
Program AGMA218 v.1.068

Analysis Option: Miner's Rule

Pari B - Herman life - Pinion

Example Wind Loads

Load Cycle Hertzlan Cycles To Damage
Ratlo Ratio Stress Failure Rallo
2.15 2.67E.06 295254. 7.810+004 1.35D-003
2.01 3.3E-07 285479. 1.420+005 9.170-005
1.87 .000007 275358. 2.710+005 1.020-003
1.72 .00015 264083 . 5.72D+005 1.040-002.
1.58 .00279 253108. 1.220+006 9.030-002
1.44 .0184 241634. 2.80D+OO6 2.60D-001
1.29 .0653 228703 . 7.470+006 3.460-001
1.15 .1079 215936. 2.080+007 2.050-001
1.01 .1161 202366. 6.64D+007 6.9.20-002

.86 .0944 186735 .. 2.79D+OO8 1.340-00'2

.72 .0978 170861. I.36D+OO9 2.84'0-003

.57 .1146 152-025, 1.100+010 4.130-004

.43 .1402 132042 . 1.36D + 011 4.080-005

.29 .1416 108437 . 4.580+012 1.220-006

.14 .10075 75343 . 3,050+015 1.310-009

1.0000 1.0000

Baseline Hertzian Stress Sc = 2,010+005. Resultant Hertzian Life Nc - 3.960+007 Cycles '. Resultant Herman life Nc - 1.820+003 Hours

ParI C - Bending life - Pi..nlon

Example Wind Loads
toad Cycle Bending Cycles To Damage
Ratio Ratio Stress Failure Ratio
2.15 2.671:-06 138092. 1.390+004 1.13D-003
2.01 3.3E-07 129100. 2.450+004, 7.960-005
1.87 .000007 120108 . 4.490+004 9.210-004
1.72 .00015 110473. 9.050+004, 9.790-003
1.58 .00279 10]481. 1.840+005 8.930-002
1.44 .0184 92489 . 4.020+005 2.700-001
1.29' .06:5.3 82855 . 1.010+006 3.810-001
1.15 .10'79 73863 . 2.650+006 2.400-001
1.01 .1161 64871. 1.060+008 6.49D-003

.86 .0944 55237 . 1.530+010 3.640-005

.72 .0978 46245 . 3.750+012 1.540-007
.57 .1146 36610 . 5.190+015 1.3OD-010
.4.3 .1402 27618 . 3.200+019 2.590-014
.29 .1416 18626 . 6.330+024 1.320-019
.14 .10075 8992 . 3.92D+034 1.520-029

1.0000 1.0000

Baseline Bending Stress SI = 6.420+004.' Resultant Bending Life Nt - 5.900+006 Cycles '. Resultant Bendi.ng Lire Nt - 2.720+002 Hours
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Part D - Hertizan Life - Gear

Example Wind Loads

Load Cycle Hertzian Cycles To Damage
Ratio Ratio Stress Failure Ratio
2.15 2.67~-06 295254. 1.000 + ()()4 1.190-004
2.01 3.3E.Q7 285479. 1.00D+OO4 1.48D-005
1.87 .000007 275358 . 1.000+004 3.130-004
1.72 .00015 264083 . HIOD +004 6.710-003
1.58 .00279 253108 . 1.370+004 9.09D-002
1.44 .0184 241634 . 3.150+004 2.620-001
1.29 .0653 228703 . 8.400+004 3.480-001
1.15 .1079 215936 . 2.340+005 2.060-001
1.01 .1161 202366 . 7.470+005 6.960-002

.86 .0944 186735 . 3.140+006 1.350-002

.72 .0978 170861. 1.53D+OO7 2.850-003

.57 .1146 152025 . 1.230+008 4.150-004

.43 .1402 132042 . 1.530+009 4.100-005

.29 .1416 108437 . 5.150+010 1.230-006

.14 .10075 75343 . 3.43D+013 1.31D-009

1.0000 1.0000

Baseline Hertzian Stress Sc - 2.010+005 '.' Resultant Hertzian Life Nc= 4.470+005 Cycles s Resultant Hertzian Life Nc = 1.020+002 Hours

ParI E - Bending Life - Gear

Example Wind Loads

Load Cycle Bending Cycles To Damage

Ratio Ratio Stress Faihne Ratio
2.15 2.67E-06 116571. 1.420+003 1.030-003
2.01 3.3E-07 108981. 2.490+003 7.250-005

1.87 .000007 101390 . 4.560+003 8.390-004

1.72 .OClOl5 93257 . 9.200+003 8.920-003
1.58 .00279 85666 . 1.880+004 8.14D-002

1.44 .0184 78076 . 4.090+004 2.460-001

1.29 .0653 69943 . 1.030+005 3.470-001

1.15 .lQc79 62352 . 2.700+005 2.190-ooL

1.01 .1161 54761. 8.0ID+005 7.930-002
.86 .0944 46629 . 3.330+006 1.550-002

.72 .0978 39038 . 8.150+008 6.560-005
.57 .1146 30905 . 1.130+012 5.560-008

.43 .14·02 233]4 . 6.950+015 1.100-011

.29 .1416 15724 . 1.380+021 5.630-017

.14 .10075 7591. a.510+mO 6.480-027

1.0000 1.0000

Baseline Bending Siess St = 5.420+004 • Resultant Bending Life·t = 5.470+005 Cycles' Resultant Bending Lif I·~ 1.250+002 Hours

(continued 01'1 page 30)
28 'Gear Technology
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Planning on restoring a house, saving a. landmark,
reviving your neighborhood?

No matter what yOW" plans, gain a wealth of
experience and help preserve our historic and
archnecnnal heritage. Join the National Trust for
HistoricPreservatiar» and support preservation
effolls in yOU! community.

Make preservation a blueprint for the future,
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National Trust for Historic Preservation
Dep:arunent PA
1785, Mas chusetts Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C., 108136,
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APPLICATION Of MINER'S .
(continued from page 28)

Appendix 2
Example 2 Main Hoist

Gear Geometry Data

Put A - Input Data. Summary

TQ(lth Num~r
Net Face Wid'th (In.)

Outside Diameter (In.)

Internal Gear tD. Un.)1Ji =

Normal Diametral Pitch
Normal Pressure Angle (Deg.)

Standard' Helix Angle (Deg.)
Operating Center Distance (In.)

Gear Geometry Data For Pnd ~ 1.0
Addendum Modification Coefficient
Thinning For Backlash Delta (snl), Delta (sn2)
Stock Allow. Per Side For
finishing Usl, Us2 -

Tool: Geometry Data For Pnd = 1.0
Tool Normal Tooth Thickness
Tool Addendum
Tool Tip RadJuJO
Tool Protuberance

Materials/Heal Treatment Data
Modulus of Elasticity (PSI)
Poisson's Ratio
BrineU Hardness
Material (Code)
Material Grade
Heat-Treatment (Code)

Load Data
Transmitted Power (HP)
Pinion Speed (rpm)
Gear Blank Temperature ([)eg. Fl
Retiabili Iy
Number of Contacts per Revolution
Reversed Bending?

Derat i:ng Factors
Application Factor For Pitting Resist.
Size Factor For Pltling Resistance
Surface Condition Factor
Load Dist. Factor For Pitting Resist.
Dynamic Factor For Pitting Resistance

Runnme Options
Option Chosen For Calculating mN
Type of Analysis Chosen
Curve Chosen

30' Gear Teehno:logy

NP.NG -
n,F2-
do,Do -

Pnd -
PHI(c) -
PSI(s) -

C-

xi. Xl-

tcel. tce2 -
haol,hao2 -
r'Tel, rTe2-

Delta(ol). Delta,(02) -

EP,EG-
MU(P), MU(G) -

HBP. HBG-

P-
n(P) -
1b-
R-

Ca-
u-
Cf-

Cm-
Cv -

Pinion
24.
4.1700
7.5880

3.6286
20.0000
12.0000
11.0236

0.5000
0.0240

0.0310

1.5088
1.3000
0.4500
0.0410

30,000,000.
0,3000

654
Steel (1)

2

Carburized (4)

1,354.0000
1.173.0000

180.
0.9900
1
N

1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.4OO!l
0.9160

Accurate
Miner's Rule
Lower

Gear
54.

4.1700
15.S6JO
0.0000

-0.3680
0.0240

0.0310

1.5088
1.3000
0.4500
0.0410

30,000,000.
0.3000

654
Steeli (1)

2
Carburized (4)

1
N



Part:O - Hertzian tife - Pinion

Caseldenf: EXample 2 Main Hoist
ProgramAGMA218 v.L 068
Analysis Option: Miners Rule

Main Hoist Loads
Load
Ratio
1

.7647

.5242

.2186

Cycle
Ratio
.0831
.1087
..2114
.5968

Hertzian
Stress

173902.
152072.
125908 .
91790.

CydesTo
Failure

9.950+008
1.090+010
3.18D+011
8.980+013

Damage
Ratio

·6.870-001
1.060-001
7.060-003
7.060-005

1.0000 1 ..0000

Baseline Hertzian Stress Sc - 1.740+005. Resultant Hertzian We Nc - 1.060+010 Cycles. Resultant Hertzian We Nc .. 1.510+005 Hours

Pari C - Bending We - Pinion

Main Hoist Loads

Load
Ratio
1

.7647
.5242
.2786

Cycle
Ratio
.0831
.1087
.2114
.5968

Bending
Stress
44495 .
34026 .
23325 .
12396.

CydesTo
Failure

1.240+013
5.010+016
5.9BO+021
1.890+030

Oamas
Ratio

1.000+000
3.230-~
5.260-009
1I.71D-017

1.0000 1.0000

Baseline Bending Stress SI "" 4.450+004.' Resultant Bending Life Nt = 1.490+014 Cycles '.' Resultanf Bending Life Nt - 2.120+009 Hours

Part D - Hertizan Life - 'GeM

Main Hoist Loads

Load
Ratio
1
.7647
.5242
.2786

Cycle
Ratio
.0831
.1087
•2114
.5968

Hertzian
Stress

173902.
152072.
125908 .
91790.

(:vd To
Failure

9.950+008
1.09D+010
J.18D+011
8.980+013

Damage
Ratio

8.870-001
1.060-001
7.060-003
7.06D-OOS

1.0000 1.0000

Baseline Hertzian Stress Sc ... 1.74D+OO5'. ResuJtant Hertzian We Nc - 1.06D+OI0 Cycles '. Resultant Hertzian life Nc .. 3.39D+ 005 Hours

Pa:.rt I - Bending Life - Gear

.7647

.5l42
.2786

Cyde
Ratio
.0831
.1087
.2114
.5968

Main Hoist Loads
Bending

Stress

55431 .
42388.
29057 .
15443.

Cycles To
Failure

1.370+010
5.560+013
6.640+016,
2.10D+027

Damage
Ratio

l.ooD +000
3.230-004
5. 26D - 0ClJ9
4.71D-017

Load
Ratio

1

1.0000 1.0000
Baseline Bending Stess St - 5.54D+004· Resultant BendLng Life Nt = 1.650+011 Cycles. Resultant Bending Life Nt = 5.280+006 Hours
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Tooth Number
Net Face Width (In.l
Outside Diamet r (ln.)

lntemalGear LD. (ln.)

Normal Diametral Pitch
Normal Pressure Angle (Deg.)

Standard Helix A:ngle [Deg.)
Operating Center Distance (In.I

Appendix 3
wmple 3 Positioner

Part A - Input Data Summary

Gear Geometry Data

Gear Geom try Data For Pnd - 1.0
Addendum Modific tion Coefficient
Thinning For Backla h Delta (sn'l), Delta (m2]

Stock Allow. Per Side Fo.r Finishing Us], Us2 -

Tool Nonnal Tooth Thickness
Tool Addendum
Tool Tip ,Radius
ToolProtubem:nor

Modulus of E1a licity (PSn
Poisson's Ratio
Brinell Hardness
Material (Cod )
Matertal Grade
Heat-Treatment ~Codel

Transmitted Pow r (HPJ
Pinion Speed (rpm)

Gear Blank Temperature (Deg. F)
Reliability
Number of Contact per Revolution
Reversed Bending]

Application Factor For Pitting Resist.
Size Factor For Pitting Resistance
Surface Condition F ctor
Load Dist. Factor For Pitting Resist.
Dynamic Fador For Pitting Resistance

Option Chosen fief Calculating mN
Type of Ana.lys.is Chosen
Curve Chosen

Tool Geometry Data For Pnd - 1.0

Materials/Heat Treatment Data

Lead Data

Derating Factors

Runtime Options.

0.0500 0..0546
0.0240 0.0240
0.0000 0.0000

1.5708 1.5708
1.3500 1.3S00
0 ..3500 O.l5OO
0'.0000 0.0000

p-
nIP) -
Tb-
R-

ca -
Cs-
Cf-

Cm -
Cv -

Pinion Gear
NP,NG- 22. 104.
n. FZ- 10.0000 10.0000
do,Do- 6.8541 30.2479

Di- 0.0000
Pnd- 1.6286

PHI(c) - 20.0000
.1'51(5) - 14.9619

c- 18.0000

30,000 ..000.
0.3000
352

Steel (l)

1
Thru Hard (1)

Xl, X2-

tce'l, teeZ -
haol,hao2 -
rTel. rTel:-

Deh.a(oll. Delta(oZ) -

EP,EG -
MU(P), MU(GI -

HBP,HBG-

30,000,000.
O.3C()()
331

SteelOl
1

Thru H..rd (I)

960.0000
780.0000
180.

0.9900
1
N

1
N

1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.6000
0.8200

Accurate
Miner's Rule
lower
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Part B, - Hertzian Life - Pinion

Case Ident: Example 3 - Positioner
Program kGMA218 v, 1.06A
Analysis Option: Miner's Rule

Load
Ratio

.27

.53

.8
1.07
1.33

Cycle
Ratio
.641
.2
.059
.074
.026

Car Puller 2000 Amps
Hertzian

Stress
68343 .

95752 .
117640 .
136051 .
151683 .

Cycles To
Failure

4.190+012
1.02D+OI0
2.570+008
1.920+007
2.75D+OO6

Damage
Ratio

1.130-005
1.450-003
1.690-002
2.SSD-OCn
6.970-001

1.0000 1.0000

Part C - Bending Life - Pinion

Baseline Hertzian Stress Sc ~ 1.320+005. Resultant Hertzian Life Nc - 7.370+007Cydes. Resultant Hertzian Life Nc = 1.580+003 Hours

Car Puller 2000 Amps

Load
Ratio

.27

.53

.8
1.07
1.33

Cycle
Ratio
.641
.2
.059
.074
.026

Bending
Stress
8489 .

16664 .
25153 .
33642 .
41816.

CydesTo
Failure

5.41D+027
4.620+018
1.350+013
1.650+009
2.710+006

Damage
Ratio

1.230-020
4.49D-012
4.S6[)-OO7
4.04,D-003
9.950-001

1.0000 1.0000

Part 0 - Hertizan Life - Gear

Baseline Bending Stress St = 3.140+004. Resultant Bending Life Nt - 1.040+008 Cycles s Resultant Bending Life Nt = 2.220+003 HouTS

Car Puller 2000 Amps

Load
Ratio

.27

.53

.8
1.07
1.33

Cycle
Ratio
.641
..2
.059
.074
.026

Hertzian
Stress
6834.3.
95752 .

11704,0 .
136051 .
151683.

Cycles To
Failure

1.720+012
4.170+009
1.06D+OO8
7.870+006
1.130+006

Damage
Ratio

1.13D-005
1.450-003
1.690-002
2.850-001
6.970-001

1.0000 1.0000

Baseline Hertzlan Stress Sc = 1.32D+005. Resultant Hertzian Life Nc - 3.020+007 Cycles - Resultant Hertzlan Life Nc = 3.050+003 Hours

Part [ - :Bending Life - Gear

Load
Ratio

.27

.53

.8
1.07
1.33

Cycle
Ratio
.641
.2
.059
.074
,026

Car Puller 2000 Amps
Bending
Stress
7396 .
14518.
21913,
29309 .
36431.

Cycles To
Failure

1.351)+029
1.15D+020
3.350+014
4.120+010
4,900+00?'

Damage
Ratio

8.940-021
3.260-012
3.310-007
3.370-003
9.97D-CXn

1.0000 1.0000

Baseline Bending Stess St = 2.740+004· Resultant Bending Life Nt = 1.880+009 Cycles. Resultant Bending Life Nt = 1 ,90D +005 Hours,
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Appendix 'I
Example 1\ Antenna Azimuth

Part A - Input Data Summary

'Gear Geometry Data
Tooth Number
Net Face Width (ln.)
Outside Diameter (In.)
Internal Gear LD. (ln.)

annal Diametral Pitch
Normal Pressure Angle ({)eg. )

Standard Helix Angle (Deg.)
Operating Center Distance (ln.)

Pinion Cear
NP,NG = 17. 192,

Fl, F2 - 4"t5880 4.6880
do.Do ~ 6.3cJ.3O 64.6660

Di - 0.0000

Pnd - 3,0000
PHI (c) - 25.0000
PSl(sl - 0.0000

C- 34.8330

Gear Geometry Data. For Pnd = 1.0
Addendum Modification Coefficient
Thinning For Backlash. Delta (STIll. Delta (snl)
Stock Allow. Per Side For Finishjng Usl, Us2

)(1. Xl -

Tool Geometry Data for Pnd - 1.0
Tool Normal Tooth Thickness
Tool Addendum
Tool Tip Radiu
Tool Protuberance

tcel , tce:!. -
hao'l.haoz -
rTeLrTel-

Delta(o]), Delta(02l -

Materials/Heat Treatment Data
Modulus of Elasticity (PSI)
Poisson's Ratio
Brinel] Hardness
Material (Code)
Material Grade
Heat-Treatment (Code)

EP,EG -
MUW), MU(G) -

HBP, HOC-

Load Data
Transmitted Power (HPJ
Pinion Speed (rpm)

Gear Blank Temperature ([)eg. Fl
Rei lability
Number of Contacts per Revolution
Reversed Bending7
Spur Gear loadiflg Type

p-
n(P)-
Tb

.R-

Derating Factors
Application Factor For Pitting Resist.
Size Factor For Pilling Resistance
Surface Condition Factor
Load Dist. Factor For Pitting Resist.
Dynamic Factor For Pitting Resistance

Ca -
Cs -
Cf-

em -
Cv -,

Runtime Options
Type of Analysis Chosen
Curve Chosen

O.OOCO O.OC'OO
0.0120 0.0120
0.0000 0.0000

1.5708 1.5708
1.l5OO 1.3500

0.3500 0.3:500
O,OOCO 0.0000

30,000,000.
0.3000

341
Steel (1)

30,000,000.
0.3000

285
Steel (II

Tnru Hard (11 Thru Hard (II

39.7900

56.4700
180.

0.9900
1

N
HPSTC (l)

2
N

1.0C'00
1.0000
1.1XXXl
2.0000
0.9260

Miner's Rule
Lower

(continued 01':1 page 47)
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Achievable
Abstract:
A widespread weakness of gear drawings is the requirements
called out for carburize heat treating operations. The use of
heat treating specifications is a recommended solution to this
problem. First of all, these specifications guide the design r
to a proper callout. Secondly, they insure that. certain
metallurgical characteristics, and even to some extent process-
ing, will be obtained to provide the required qualities in the
hardened gear. A suggested structure of carburizing specifica-
tions is given.

&arburiling
Specifications In spite of widespread understaffing in engineering depart-

ments of gear manufacturers, gear drawings are reasonably
well prepared insofar as design isconcemed. However, in the
very important matter of gear materials and their heat treat-
ment, the situation is very different, especially for gears call-
ing for case-hardening heat treatments.

The most obvious shortfall is either the quality of or the
total absence of suitable heat treating specifications, the pur-
pose of which are to facilitate obtaining the desired
mechanical and metallurgical qualities in the metal, This is

Roy F. Kern.
Kern Engineering Company

Peoria, IL

AUTHOR:

ROY KERNi.s president of Kern Engineering Co., a design and
materials engineering firm. Prior to that he was Ci1iefMetallurgi.st
for the Construction Machinery Division of Allis-Chalmers Mfg.
Co., and.also worked for Knoxville Iron Co. and for Caterpillar Inc.
He is .anactive member of The American Society for Metals and the
author of several papers and books. including Designing Parts and
Selecting Steels for Heat Treatmentand Steel Selection, published by
[ohn Wiley & Sons. Mr. Kern is a graduate of Maca/ester College Fig ..l-SurfacemicrostructuTe ofa failed tooth from a 4DP low and reverse
and Marquette University. pinion.
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understandable because few engineering departments in the
USA have the budget to carry personnel knowledgeable in
metallurgy. The result is the common practice by many
design groups of reducing design stresses (overdesigning) so
as to get by with questionable material and heat treatment
engineering.

Gear designers should be aware of this practice in regard
to the heat treatment of gears: It is relatively easy to produce
a high quality gear when the requirements are known, as in
a specification. It is nearly impossible to produce a so-called
medium quality gear. !rVhenheat treating quality is reduced,
it does not come down uniformly, but ina highly erratic man-
ner. This usually results in a gear wherein some teeth may
show high metallurgical quality, some borderline quality, and
some very poor quality, This latter type often fails premature-
ly. Without suitable heat tre.ating specifications, factors such
as microstructure can go out of control undetected, resulting
in an entire gear being seriously defective. (See Figs. 1 and 2.)

Here is what happened to a Fortune 500 company when
design stresses were reduced to 200,000' psi in contact and

Fig. 2 - Microstucture of a 2 DP final drive pinion which failed after 900
hours because of pitting.

65,000 psi in bending to accomodate poor metallurgicaI quali-
ty. This firm was losing market share, and top management
finally asked the sales department: "Why?" The answer
received was: "Too many field failures." Research revealed
that in a period of 25 years there were 1048 instances oEma-
jor premature failure. For each Iailure both engineering and
metallurgical investigations were made. The faul.t study
revealed the following:

Engineering
Defective Material

Fault
70.0%

9.6
Defective Heat Treating 15.2
Defective Manufacturing 5.2

The engineering department selected materials and
specilied heat treatments for which it had inadequate in-house
specifications. The heat treating specification for carburizing
of gears was particularly lacking, as shown below:

1) Carburize at 1650Q to 17000P
2) Cool to 1500° to 15500P in the carburizing furnace.
3} Quench in oil
Obviously, merely having specifications was no assurance

of getting a quality product.
Figs. 1 and 2 show microstructures of two of the company's

gear failures. Fig. 1 is the surface microstructure at 500X with
a 2% Nital etch of a fajled tooth from a 4 DP low and reverse
pinion. This failure by tooth breakage occurred after only 148
hours of operation. The reason was the lack of strength and
toughness brought about by the carbide network. Fig. 2 is the
microstructureat SOOXof a 2 DP final d:r:ivepinion where
failure by pitting occurred in approximately 900 hours. The
reason for this failure was the large amount of dark etching
quenching pearlite (often referred to as bainite).

The materials laboratory in this firm was used only tor in-
spection of incoming material, technical control of heat
'treating, and failure analysis. This is quite typical. About
60% of the failures were carburized gears, Most of the gear
failures were material and heat treatment selection errors due
to incomplete specifications.
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When proper heat treating specifications are available, they
serve at [east five important function~;

1) They insure, insofar as possible, that the important
qualities counted on by the designer are provided by the heat
treater.

2) They make it dear to the heat treater what is required
from him.

3) They assist the designer in making the correctcallout.
4) They permit heat treating changes to be made on large

numbers of drawings with a minimum of effort.
S) They reduce drawing clutter.
The proposed specification format contains some of what

would normally be considered material. and processing stan-
dards ..These might be considered out of place, however, the
author believes that they should be included because 1)
Details of heat treating processing can significantly affect
engineering properties, including uniformity of quality in its
broadest sense, and 2) Most firms do not have materials and
processing standards, so a properly prepared heat treating

.. Compact Design: Ideal ror cell envuonment5.

.. Ourable:De~lgned to meet productlOl1 demands

.. Fast. set up and operation: Mosl set ups made In less !han I minute wlll1
lj'plcal cycle times of I minute 01" less.

.. Portable: W,lh optronaJ caf[ II can be I'I"1OV'ed from WOi"k.stauon to
work S!allOf1.

.. Fast chUCking: Oulckly chuckS moS! pam WIthOut cOStly and WTlI!
consuming spe(idl lOOllng.

.. Vtm~r~: Vernier scales on \he adjustment axes allow QUick and
consereru repeat setups.

.. Modular Design: Options Il15lall and remove In seconds.

.. Versatile S}'it~m: W,1l1 [he optional equipment practically any I)'pe of
gear and edge finish can readily be achieved

JAIMIES ENG'I'NE.EIRING
11707 McBean Drive

Ell Mont,e, California 9,1732
(818) 442-2898

CIReLiE .A-l!6 ONI READBR REPLY CARO
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specification can, at least in part, serve this purpose.
A complete carburizing specification should, as minimum,

contain the following IS articles:

I.
II.

Ill ..
IV.
V.

VI.
VU.
vm.

IX.
X.

XI.
XU.

XIII.
XlV.
XV.

Scope
Application
Premachining Heat Treatment
Stress Relieving
Carburizing
Hardening
Tempering
Magnetic Particle Inspection
Cleaning
Str.aightening
Deep Chilling
Metallurgical Requirements
Rework
Records & Reports
Drawing Callout

The purpose of the scope article is to give a broad descrip-
tion of the type of heat treatment for which it is intended; e.g..
carburizing. A second function is its use in calling out certain
corollary specifications, such as one for acceptable and unac-
ceptable microstructures. Here isa suggested scope article for
a carburizing specifica.tion:
I.Scope:

This specification covers the requirements for a car-
burize and harden heat treatment for parts made from
9310 steel and is further qualified by AGMA-XXX
(Microstructure Control).

The author believes that carburizing specifications can be
written that are suitable tor more than one grade of steel; e.g.,
8620,872-0, and even 8822. The heat treating characteristics
of 9310, however, are so different that a..sepa.ratespecifica-
tion is preferred. Also, by combining many steels into one
specification, the advantage of easily changing the re-
quirements for one grade, shown on many drawings, is lost.

n. Application:
This specification lis intended to be used for parts such
as gears and shafts made from 9310 steel, fora life of
1(1' cycles in rolling contact fatigue, a maximum design
stress of 265,000 psi shall be used. A maximum bending
stress for the same life of 85,000 psi is permissible. A part
made per this specification provides maximum
toughness. With the 9310H grade of steel applied, this
heat treatment will provide a core hardness in the
centerline of gear teeth at the whole depth location of
28 Rockwell C minimum. This is assuming a quench
vigor of at least H ,= .35.

Unpredictable distortion in heat treatment causes many
problems with parts such as gears. These ar-erework, scrap,
excessive noise, and, of course, premature failure. The.reare
two processing steps that can be taken to minimize this risk.
First is a suitable premachining heat treatment. This insures
that the microstructure is of maximum unifonnity from one
lot to the next, with accordant minimum distortion scatter.
This treatment also removes stresses, from cold strajghten~
ing of the raw material. Finally, it can. be used. to optimize
machmability. Here is a suggested article:



mn.. Pre:madtining Heat Treatm at:
Before any machining except sa.win,gof bars to length,
all material heat treated to this specification shall have
been normalized from 17400 to 1760"F and then
tempered forfour hours at.1140" to 1160"F. After cool-
ing to room temperature, dean by sandblasting or a
chemical means.

A second source of unpredictable distortion is ehe stresses
developed in the material from cold working the surface in
operations such as heavy turning, boring, and even rough
hobbLng. These stresses can be removed by a stress reli.eve
before finish hobbing. A suggested stress relieve article is as
tonows:
IV. Su,ess.Relieve:

(a) For parts requiring maximum distortion centro], a
stress relieve after rough machining lis required.
When this is the case a note will appear on the draw-
ing as follows: STRESS RELIEVEAFTER ROUGH
MACHINIING.

(b) Stress relieving shan be done by heating the parts to
1000" to 1050°F and air cooling (no soak requiredl,

(c) CI'eaning, if necessary, after stress relieving shall be
done by sandblasting or chemical means.

The actual carburizing operation is of major importance
in the heat trealrnent of gears. because the carbon content and
its distribution in the carburized case affects these engineer-
ing qualities: st.ren-&lth(static and dynamic), toughness, pit-
ting resistance, case crushing strength, wear resistance, sen-
sitjvity to grinding bum and cracks, and operating noise.

The author regrets to report that even with an operation
of this importance. case carbon control. has slipped in the past
several years, This has been in a large part due to the
widespread use OfMO devices: the oxygen probe atmosphere
eontroller and directreading spectrographs for case carbon
analysis.

The problem with the oxygen probe is .really threefold.
First, it is a very delicate device, subject to damage and
deterioration. Its readings are really in millivolts (0.001 volt).
One millivolt is approximately 0.01 %carban in 'the carbur-
ized case on 9310 steel at 1700DF. Second, most oxygen probe
auxiliaries are calibrated for a 20% carbon monoxide at-
mosPhere (enriched endothermic gas). Often the atmosphere
is changed 'to'nitrogen and methanol. without reealibration,
Third, oxygen probes are not very reliable with case carbon
levels below 0.80% or temperatures below 1400° P.

The problem wilh the spectrograph for carbon determina-
tions is the lack of accuracy which a.t best is ± 0..05%. The
preferred analytical procedure for carbon is combustion
anaJysis of chips turned from a sample of the same steel as the
parts being earbunzed.

Beyond these problems, many heat treaters have forgot-
ten the fact that th oxygen probe reads carbon. potential, but
steels carburize to different levels, as shown in Table 1 for a.
0.8% carbon atmosphere for 18 hours at 1700oP ..(1I Because
of these problems, the carburizing article in a specification
must caU for strong measures to insure proper case carbon.
i(jontrol.

lnsufficientcase carbonc,ontent usually results in deficient
case microstructure and Ior low case hardness.which of~en
results in pittingancl an in.creased tendency to score. Ex.cessive

Type Steel

1018
8115
8620
4718
4620
482.0
9310

Table 1
Case Carbon Cont,ent

A'l .002 Depth At.OO7 Depth
0'.80% 0.75%
0.80 0.74
0.77 0.71
0.80 0.74
0.72 0.66
0.67 0.63
0.73 0.68

case carbon tends, first of all, to form a continuous network
as shown in Fig. 1. This can make a gear tooth brittle and
weaker by as much as 30%. Excessive case carbon can. also
result in.excessive retained austenite, which .adversely affects
pitting lite. InsuHicient case depth invites case crushing,
depending, of course, on the core hardness. Wear resistance
increases with carbon content. A good rule 'to follow on ease
carbon is to specify no more than is necessary 'to achieve ehe
required hardness. With most gear steels Ithis content is&om
0.60 to 1.00%

Following is a suggested artid for the carburizing
operation.
V. Carburizing:

(a) Carburizing shall be done ina furnace that is tight
enough to maintain a prescribed carburizlng atmos-
phere. The furnace shall also be equipped' with au-

Gear Grinding
Specialists -
IReishauer IRZ 300E

Ell'ectronically Controlled Gear Grinders,
Commercial & Precision Gear Manufacturing
to AGMA Class 15 including ...

I Spur • Griooinglo 12-112" Diameter
• Helical: I Hobbingto 24!"IOiameter
• Iinlemal • 0.0. and 1.0. Grinding,
• lPumpGears Gear Honingw Crowning,
• Splines and Pulleys Broaching, Keyseabng.
• Serrations lumingaoo Miffing.Tooll1
• SprOOkets Chamfering and Rounding

. .. ~,".u·,
Supplied complele to pnlnt _•.- 0".

Finishing: operations. on.~your blanks ~
Grind teeth only ~

GAIAA
9'41G MIUT.AIRY RD.
BUFFALO, NY 14217

FAX (7116)874-'9003,· PH:ONE (716) 874 ..31:31
CIRCtE A·17 ON IR1ADEJ~ REPLYCARD
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Fig. 3 - Step-tum sample.

tomatic temperature control and fans for circulating
the atmosphere.

(b) The atmosphere shall consist of a mixture of en-
dothermic and natural gasses automatically con-
trolled by a suitable carbon potential device. When
AGMA-XXX Grade A is called out on the drawing,
there shall be at least One backup arrangement to in-
sure that the desired carbon content is obtained. For
example, an oxygen probe plus a dew point check,
plus carbon steel progress specimens to be examined
microscopically, and a step-turn sample as shown in
Fig. 3.

THE lEADEFllllJ

GEAR
,DEIBUARliNG

-GRINDING
-SK!IWIING
- TOOTIHRADIUS
- IEI:RUSHING
-ZERO SET-UP (P.C.)
- WHEEL CHANG,E

5,SEOONDS

BEVEL
SPIIRAL
PINION
SPUR
HELICAL
IRINGGEAAS
AUTOMATION

118117- 18th Ave.
Rockford" IlL '611104

815~398~1!010 IFAX815-398-1047
DEALERS WELCOME!

CIRCLE .A-J'B ON READER REPLY CARD
40 Gear lechnol'oQY

(c) At least one step-turn sample as shown in Fig. 3 shan
be charged with each furnace load, and center-
rnance determined by combustion tests on chips
turned from such a sample that has been both Car-
burized and hardened with the parts,

(d) The hardened sample shall be tempered in a neutral
material such as lead, bismuth, argon, or vacuum for
two hours at noo" to 125D"Fto prcvrdefor the pro..
per machlinability to make the required chips.

(e) After the sample has been checked' for straightness,
the first cut shal] be 0.0025" deep on a sid'e. Addi-
tional cuts shall then betaken O.(105w deep on a side,
until' at least the minimum case depth specified has
been reached. Chips from each cut shall be kept
separate in properly marked envelopes.

(f) A carburizing medium prepared from nitrogen and
methanol may be used so long as the oxygen probe
control is calibrated for its use.

(g) The carburizingtemperature shall be 1700", ± 20"F
unless otherwise specified On the part drawing. For
case depths over .0.030 linch the carburize diffuse
procedure is preferred. Total penetration i5Q.D25 v'T
where T is the time in hours at 1700"F.12)

(h) The maximum case carbon shall beat the surface of
the parts and the sample, and shall be from 0.75% to
0.85%. For AGMA-XXX Grade IB gears, spec-
trographic carbon results from the surface of a
suitable sample of 931 0 steel are acceptable.

(i) A mutually agreeeble sampling plan 5ha.111be worked
out for parts run in a ccminuous carburizer,

(j) The duration ofthe carburizing cycle shall be such
that the specified case depth is retained on the parts
after finish grinding, leaving at least 0.7.0% minimum
carbon on the surface.

(k) The minimum case depth, unless experience has in-
dicated otherwise, shall be determined via case
crushing calculation per AGMA-218 Section 14.

(I) The tolerances on case depth for 9310 steel are
shown in Table 2.

Table 2.

Minimum
Case Depth (Inch)
Up to 0.030
Over 0.030-050
Over 0.'050-0.'070
Over 0...070-0.100
Over 0.100

Plus or Minus
Toleranc~ (Inch)

0.005
0.0075
.0.01.0
0.015
.0.020

(m) At the conclusion of the carburizingcyde, the parts
shaHbe cooled to black in a protective environment.

After the carburizing operation, the next step in heat
treating is the hardening. It will be noted in the fonowing ar-
tide (VI) tha.t the author calls for 2. carburize-reheat harden
type of treatment and has a preference for it over direct
quenching. This type of-treatment give maximum assurance
for freedom from micro-cracks with attendant loss in bending
fatigue qualities, as wen as a reduction in the amount of fie-



rained austenite, and as a result, higher case hardness and
resistance to pitting. The lower amount of retained austenite
results in the best size stability in final manufacturing opera-
Hans and Held usage. These are both serious problems when
direct quenching 93,10steel. Also, some manufacturers have
found that tll.e 'cost of a carbunze-reheat heat treatment is no
more than direct quenching. However,. suitable furnace
equipment must be available.
VI. Hardening:

(a} Parts shall be heated to a temperature of 1520° to
154{)"F and then oil quenched.

(b) Reheating shall be done in an environment such that
the surfa e carbon content of the parts is maintain-
ed within that specified for carburizing.

(c) The carburizing sample shown in Fig. 3 shall accorn-
pany the gears through both the carburizing and
hardening cyclesfor ACMA-XXX Grade A and com-
bustion analysis used. for AGMA-XXX Grade B the
sample shall similarly pass through both the car-
burize and harden operations; however, spec-
trographic analysis may be used.

(d) Direct quenching from the carburizlngfumace is not
permitted.

(e) The preferred quenching oill should have a viscosity
of 80 to 12.0 'Sus at 100°F and be maintained at a
temperature of 90" to 120°F ..

Alter quenching it is customary to wash and draw
carbunzed gears. The wash operation is usually done with a
hot alkaline or solveru emulsion solution to remove the
residual quench oil and some of the other debris from the heat
treating operations, The draw is thought to reduce some I

undesirable stresses and transform some of the retained
austenite to improve grinding qualities. The author is not
aware of any work to substantiate this thinking, but i.tis
known that a low temperature draw, e.g., 3SO"J?,reduces the
residual compressive stresses in a earburized case by several
thousand psi However, it is probably well. to include a
temper operation in ,acarburizing specification as foUows:
VII. 17empering:

Unless otherwise specified on the part drawing, wash
free of quench oil and other heat treating debris and
temper for two hours at 325° to 350°F and air cool.
Note: If magnetic particle ordye penetrant inspection is
required for the pari, it shalilbe done immediately aft r
this operation or after finish grinding.

large non-metallic inclusions on the flanks (faces) of car-
burized gear teeth can lead to premature failure, The most
common mode of failure is one or more' teeth breaking out
at the root fillet. This failure occurred itnonly '725 hours; it
was caused by a largeaJumina inclusion in 'the surface of the
root fillet.

Inclusions in the tooth flanks can also be sites for pitting
Failures Ito commence.

To avoid having to make a dr.awing callout, an article as
follows is suggested for magnetic partideinspection:
VUl. Magnetic PartiCle Inspection:

ACMA-XXX Grade A gears shall be 100% inspected us-
inga wet flourescent process asset forth in AGMA-XXX.
Grade B gears shall be similarly inspected', but on a for-
mal sampling plan.

-----------L----------o
d18.

Fig, 4

Aber washing and tempering ..many carburized gears still
do not have an acceptable appea.rance, so it is customary to
blast dean them with sand, shot., or other abrasive material.
This operation also tends to' finish the deburring operation.
If soft shot of 45 to 50 Rockwell C hardness is used, th
blasting will sligh'tty reduce the residual compressive stresses
in the carburized case. Here is a suggested cleaning article:
IX. CI.eaning:

After cooling to room temperature, clean the parts by
shot or sand blasting. Shot size shall be 5-33.0maximum,
Grit blasting is not perrnltted,

QUALITY
GEARS
UP TO AGMA 15. Mll+45208A & MIL-STO-45662

FROM A SINGLE GEAR TO LONG RUN PRODUCTION. r ClUDING
PROTOTYPE & EMERGENCY REPAJRlREBUILO SERVlCE

SIZE RANGE FROM UNDER 1'1048' DIAMETER
IReisihauer' IG:lroundIGealrs
IMlos~T,p,e Gealrs Manufactured
Compll'etelto Cus~omer SIP'BciUcaUons

• METRIC OR AMERICAN STANDARD
• SPUR. INJERNAL & mERNA!.
• HELICAL. INTERNAL & EXTERNAl
• WORMS. WORM GEARS
• SERRAnONS • SHAFTS
• SPLINES; INTERNAL 8. EXTERNAL
• SPROCKETS· CLUSTERS
.' SEGMENJS • SPINDLIS
• RATCHETS· GEAR BOXES

Fully Implemented SPC. and dala
communications capablflUes. utilizIng

.(aleIIDf Ihell rI: ICMM's aM MI • M preciSion,J.iF~._. 'liullchn.kBr 10aO''' diam -LellolUr laCB.

:Jairlane c.;.s,
P.O. BOX 409. PL VMOUTH; MJ 48170

(313) 4Sg,,2440
lin Mich. 1-800-482-1773 •. FAX (31'3) 459-2941
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At some time after hardening, especially if a quench press
is not avail.able,it is sometimes necessary to straighten
carburized parts. This operation can be damaging to the parts'
usefulness for the following reasons: 1) The hard case might
be cracked, which could lead to premature failure from this
defect; 2} The desirable residual compressive stresses in yield-
ed areas of 'the part are eliminated; hence.Jong life bending
and/or torsional fatigue qualities are reduced; 3) The part can
be in an unstable condition, likely to return at least partial-
ly,toits unstraightened shape when put in service.

Because straightening is such a potentially damaging and
expensive operation, everything practical should be done to
eliminate the need for it. When it is still necessary,a
reasonably satisfactory solution to the problem is to callifor
all straightening to be done hot, fol.lowed by 100 % magnetic
particle inspection for cracks ..A suggested straightening ar-
ticle is as follows:

X. Straightening.:
Parts heat treated to this specification shall only be
straightened hot; i.e., at 325° to 350°F followed by air
cooling to room temperature. All parts shall then be
magnetic particle or dye penetrant inspected for cracks,

A practice that is usualJy the result ·ofloss of control of the
carburizing process with excessive case carbon is the necessity
of deep chilling to obtain the specified case hardness. The
reason for this is the retention of excessive amounts of
austenite. Deep chilHng transforms a large portion of this
austenite into martensite. However,as reported by debar-
badillo, et a1.Y) this results in about a 25% loss in bending
fatigue strength. So the fol1owing is recommended:
Xl. Deep Chilling:

Unless permitted on the part drawing, deep chilling of
parts heat treated to this specification is not permitted.

In a carburized part there are a number of metallurgical
characteristics that provide evidence of proper heat treating,
These should be part of a carburizing specification as shown
below:
X]1, Metallurgical Requirements:

(a) The surface hardness of parts after proper surface
preparation shall be 59 to 63 Rockwell C measured
at the test location shown on the drawing. Note:
When the specified case depth is less than 0.030
inch, the surface hardness shall be 90 to 92 Rockwell
15·N,

(b) The tips and flanks of gear teeth shall be file hard to
a medium mill bastard file (Nicholson or equal).

(c) The case depth shall be determined for each heat
treating lot, and on gears is that distance measured
normal to the surface at the LPSTC inward to where
the equivalent of 50 Rockwell C occurs.

(d) If it is impractical to cut a gear, samples machined per
Fig. 5 from 9310 steel and run with the parts may be
used to measure case depth and evaluate rnicrostruc-
tures, This work shall be done on a 0.25 inch thick
transverse slice from the center of the specimen as
shown in Fig. 4, The dimensions otthe test specimens
are shown in Table 3.

(e) The microstructure at the surface of a gear shall be
examined at 400X to SOOXat the lPSTC location mid-
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Gear Pitch
1 and Coarser
Finer than 1 to 3
Finer than 3 to 8
Finer than 8

Tabfe3

Un inches)
Diameter (Dj Diameter (d)

3.00 .0.25
1.5.0 0.25
1.00 .0.25
0.50 .0.13

Length (l)
6.00
5.00
4.()O
2.00

way between the ends of the teeth looking for
microcracks, network carbide, and quenching.
pearlite (often referred toas bainite). No micro-cracks
or subsurface quenching pearlite are permitted. Also
carbide network is not permitted ..If a gear cannot be
cut, the specim n from Paragraph XIII. D can be used
for microstructure evaluation.

(f) The core microstructure shall indicate that the pan
had been properly austenitized for hardening with
no blocky ferrite visible at 400X to Soox.

(g) The etchant for microscopic examination shall be 2
to 3% Nita!. Th etching time to detect micro-cracks
and quenching pearlite 'isv ry short, usually only 2
to 4 5 conds, In order to bring out n twork carbide
and blocky ferrite ilnthe core, the time will usuallv be
from 5 to 7 seconds.

One of the most serious situations that can develop, which
adversely affects the quality of carburized gears, takes place
when pasts do not meet drawing requirements and it is de-
cided that they are salvageable by re-heat treating (rework).
This is a potentially serious problem because a number of
things can go wrong ..For example: 1) Every time a.gear is
heated, it becomes more distorted; 2) If a hardened gear is
charged into a hot furnace, it mightcrack: 3) lfthe carbur-
ized case depth is shallow, carburizing a second time just
about doubles the case carbon content, because of the "super
carburizing" effect. This can result of excessive retained
austenite or a carbide network as shown in Fig. ].

Accordingly, the following article is recommended:
XID.Rewotk:

(a) All heat treating rework shall be approved by the
de ign control.

(b) A written procedure shan be prepared for all rework.
(c) All reworked pans shall be suitably marked so that

retrieval, if nec ssarv, is possible.
The heat treater of high quality carbunzed gears should be

in. a position to verify, by examination of a part or samples,
that specification requirements have been met 'on each batch
processed. This should include tests for case carbon content,
case depth, and case and core hardness. ~est results should
be suitably recorded and reports made as suggested below:
XlV. Records and Repolils:

The heat treater shal'l perform, or have performed, tests
to show compliance with this specflcation .. He shall
maintain records of these test results traceable to part
number, order number, and heat treat batch code.

For AGMA-XXX Grade A gears, for each batch code.
the heat treater shall provide the purchaser of the heat
treating service, or the design control of the parts with
a report of tests run including photomicrographs at 400X
of the case surface and the core.



No matter how well heal treating specifications are
prepared, if they are not properly caned out on the drawing,
confusion, as a minimum, is the result. Sometimes rework,
scrap, and even premature field failures occur for this reason.
Accordingly, it is suggested that a drawing callout article as
shown below be included in a carburizing specification:

XV. Drawing Callou! (For design use only):

(a) Heat Treatment: AGMA-XXX Grade A
Case Depth: .xXX-.XXX

or (b) Heat Treatment: AGMA-XXX Grade B
Case Depth: .xXX-.XXX

or (e) Heat Treatment: AGMA-XXX Grade A
Case Depth: .XXX-.xXX

STRESSREUEVE AFTER ROUGH MACHINING

There are two additional factors that are important inob-
taining heat treating of the prescribed quality. They are 1)The
heat treater must have suitable basic equipment and systems
in place for both production and quality control. along with
personnel dedicated to doing the specified. work. A procure-
ment policy for heat treating that favors only price usually
results in much job movement. and is discouraging to suitable
capital investment in new facilities; and 2) There must be a
harmonious relationship between the organization that
designs the parts, the one that machines them, and the one
that does the heat treating.

To properly carburize irregular parts such as gears, the car-
burizing gas must be vigorously circulated with hot fans.
Trays, baskets, and fixtures must be available to hold and
position parts so that a uniform .flow of carburizing gas can
take place in and around parts. Proper f.ixturing also
minimizes distortion due to sagging at temperature. Gear
teeth must not ,touch each other, nor should they touch a
basket or fixture. A high percentage of quench installations
lack vigor and! or uniformity and many loads that are
quenched are too massive and tightly packed. It is suggested
that heat treaters testtheir quenches for H value as set forth
on page 43 of the March, 1985, issue of Heat Treating
magazine, An H value of 0.50 indicates a welt agitated oil
quench.

A gear heat treater must be properly equipped with well
maintained quality control equipment. This includes not only
that for temperature and atmosphere composition but also for
case carbon content, case depth, hardness, and microstruc-
ture. He should be ina position to submit a report of his tests
showing compliance with the specification requirements,

The first step in making a good gear is having a complete
and accurate drawing in terms not only of dimensions,
tolerances, and finishes, but metallurgical qualities as well.
Suitable heat treating specifications play an important role in
making drawings complete. To prevent a major duplication
of effort and a Hood of new specifications to heat treaters, it
is suggested that AGMA consider publishing heat treating
specifications,
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GEAR TIE.STIIN'GI A!ND
ID'ESIGN FACILlTIIE.S

• GEAR DESIGN (NOISE - STREN(HH)
• ROTATING, GEAR (TORQUE - SPEED

I

CONTROL.) TEST MACHINES. I

._' SINGL,ETOOTHBENDING IFATIGUE I
TESTING.

• STATISTICAL PLANNING - ANALYSIS.
.' WFiOUGHIT STEELS,. SINTERED

METALS, NON·METAl'LIC MATlS.
• CAD FACILITIES FOR LOW COST

SET-UP.
• CUSTOM TEST MACHINE DESIGN
• EXPERIENCED PERSONNEL.

I PACKER ENGINEERIINGI
312·/355-5722, sxt. 214

BOX 353, NAPEFMllE, Il60566

CIRCLE A-210N REA'DER REPLYCARD,

GEA'R TIOOTH
'GRINIDIN,Gi S:ERV,ICES

• Production and Prototype Quantities
•. Specialists in Gear Tooth Grinding
• Able to match delivery to your needs
• Gear Tooth Grinding Capacity to 27.5

inch pitch diameters
• All servioes to AGMA standards

CERTlFilED GEAR IINSPECTION

P,RO·GEA-,R.ICOMPA'NY, INC.
23 Dick Road

Depew, NY 1'4043
Phone (716):684-3811

Fax (716) 684-n17
Sales Reps. Wanted

GEAR HOeS,. CUTTER.S
'GEAR IMACHINES

CfRCLE A-22 ON :READERR,EPLYCARD

Hundreds 01 New, Fully Ground Gear
Hobs and Gear Shaper Cutlers in stock

at LOWEST PRICES EVERI

2TOSMODULE
3 TO16 DIAMElRAlIPIT'CH

4 TO12 DP, 4" PITCH DlAMETIEA
8 TO24 D.P, 3," PITCH DIAMETIER
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P.G.·S.
REMOTE GEAlR DESIGN

Use·your PC and modem and our soft-
ware library 10 achieve optlm um gear
design In record time.

•. Standard & non-standard gears.
.•.IParaliel. bevel' & skewed gears
•.Wormgears 8< IEplcycllc trains
-. S;pecial performance gears

User frien(:Hy programs offer the greatest·
support, design freedom. and optimiza-
tion,capability.

f.G.S. OORPORATION
1714 Tarrytown Avenue

Crofton, MD 2.1114
Voice (3()1:)858·19110
Data (301) 721-1076

CIRClJE A-2A ON READER IREPlY CARD

Rates: Line Glassified - per inch - $175
Classified Display - per incn ( 3H rnln.)
1.X·$140. 3X-$130, 16X..c$120. Type· will be
set to advertiser's layout or Gear
Techflology will set Iype at no extra
charge.
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MANUFACTURERS TIEOHNOLOGIE$, INC.
59IINTERSiATEDRIVE

WESi SPRINGFLELO, IMP.01009, I

(413) 733-197.2· J
FAX (413) 7~9250

L- ~

I
I

GFAR ESTIMATING
PR~ PlANNING
OPERAnON SHEETS
Free Information on /he

Worfds Best SeDing System.
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IPayment: Full payment must accompany
classiffed ads, Send check or Visa/Masler-
ca_rdnumber and expiration data 10:
Gear Technology, P.O. Box 1426,
!Elk Grove Village, IL 60007.
Age.ncy Commission: No agency com rni-
sian on classitieds,

• Induction and Flam! Hardening
- Internal& External NatcoGear Hardening
- C<lillnductionHarden-ng
- Gear. Shaft & Roll Flame Hardening

• Aerospace Spec Carllurizing&,'Hardening
- Gleason Press QuenChing
- Large 4ax72x36 Integral Quenchfurnaces
- Hot Oil Quenching
- Deep 126 In. Pit Furnace

• Subzero Treatment .• Aluminum
• Mili1ary SpecIfications .• Stainless
• Metallurgical Consulting

- - The Cincinnati Steel Treating Co.II,if ~i:n~:~~t~;7ue
The Symbol 01 (513) 271-3173
au.'lly 8, Service Fax (513) 271·3510
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Materials Deadline: Ads must be received
by the 25th of the month, two months
prior to publication. Acceptance:
Publisher reserves (he right to accept or
reject classifiedadvertisemen!s at rns
discrel·ion.



Ameriican Meta:llirealing Company
11043 East 62nd Street
Cleveland, OH 44103

,(216)431-4492'
IFax: (216)431-1508,

C'DnloiUr InductiDn
Hal~deningSpecialliisls

s'/lUl, hellcaJ'aad bevel geats

Our gear hardemngl equipment
incl'udes 4INATCO submerged
process machines ,and3AJAX
CNC·oontro\led gear scanning
machines. We can also tool to
meel any production need. Wrile
for a free' brochure.
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~A_NUFACTURING IM~NAGER
An ag'gressive! aircratt and precision
parts manufacturer, (gearboxes,
gears, shafts, housings) is seek!ing an
experienced Manufacturing !Manager
with the ability to direct the manufac-
turing operations and growth of an
,expanding 200 person facility. The
candidate! we seek, must have work-
inglirnow!edge' of aircraft parts, qual-
lily requirements, tools. fixtures, pro-
ceSSing and manufacturil1lQ.ln return
we offer an attracti.ve salary, excellent
benefits and a Mum-directecl en-
vironment Please sllbmit your
resume with salary history to:

ACR INDUSTR'IES" INC.
15375 Twenty Three Mile Rd..
IMt Clemens, 1MIII48044-9680

An equa!1Iopportunity employer

There's 8tilll tiime . , ,
order c:losiing date fOlr

I a. classifliied ad in the
Mar) Apr, issue' is

, Jan. 10th.

I=XpI=IR·II=N-1
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OUR'TfCHiN,OL06\',
, QUALlllY '& DYNA'MI:C

GROWTH.,
With ClJrrentannl.lal sales 01S25ml man, International Gear

Corporation is a ,growlng, leadi n9 manufacturer 0'precision lra..ns,.
mission parts lor the aerospace' Industry. Our continuing success has

created 'the following opportunilJes at.our Cleveland!, Ohio, facility:

QUAUTV SVSTI(MS fNGINI(I(R
We are seeking a people-oriented team leader with a !BSME and 3-5 years'
experience in the design and ma.lntenance of proactive and realtime plant sys-
lemslor ach ievemen! of a Total Quality Cont rol System. Also required Is 'expe-
rience with MIL·Q..9854A, MIL-STO·1520Cand MIL·I'·45662 as well as work·
ing knowledge 01 operating procedures in a.malal work,ing ,environment. The
ability to troubleshoot and solve Quahly problems and to, interface wit.h ad-
vanced Quality plannmg IS a must.

QUAUTYlfNGI'NffR: (Spedal Proc'e ses)'
We are seeking an individual with a lEISin Metallurgy Engmeenng and 3-5 years'
,experience in the design and maintenance of a proactJW and lrealtime program
lor specialprocesseslo achl1M3 a Total ,Quality Conlrol System. You must. have,
so'lid expefience with MIL-Q-9858A., MIL·STD-152'OC, ANSI Y14.5,MIL-I-6868.
M1LS-6866 and MIL-S-867 standards Iogelhetr with a good 'MIfking kl'lOWledge'
of the metallurgical Irequirements 01: linspeclJon and manulact:uring'. Your
lamllianty wilh advanced Qua[L1yplannIng must be complemented by yom aJ)il-
ity to IroubleshOOI and solve QualJty problems. Knowledge of Nrrr (Level fll)IOT.
,audit lechmquesand req\J1remertlSare B must. Computer:skdlsYIOUld be a plus,
The strong performer will be aeta to Irain people ,effectively and provide leam
leadership,. -

INS'P,fCTlON SUP,f,R\I,lSORS(1stl2nd S'hifls)
These positions require task-oriented individu.als who have,a proven leader·
ship record 'in,B. man ulacturi ng envl ronmen!. Yoo must be expert in inspecnon
methodologies, including CMM. Also reqUired IS a knowledge 01MIL-Q.,9858A.,
MIL-I-45662 and ANSI Y14.5togetMr Wllh an understanding of manufacturing
preeesses for aerospaee transmissions. Famlliar.ity With INOTinspection Is a
must. Our Inspection Supervisors must be learn leaders in ~he Quality
.Assurance System.

O.D'.II.D. '6RI'No:IN6, SUPERVISOR
The successful candidate must have 3.5 years' supervisory experience in a
manufacturingl environment, working: wllh cresetcreraneeaon precision ma-
chine parts. Your experience wifl reflecllhorough "hands-on" knowledge 01
O.D..III.D.G'rinding. We will count on your having lull abilltyto readland inler·
pret compl'ex bluepnnts and operational sketches In accordance with AINSI
Y14.Smetric ,geometric dimenSioning required. Good people skills are' a musl
inlhis position.

TOOL f:NGINUR
The in(Hvloua.1we seek will have 3-S yeers' experience intooUng lor both CNC
and manual machining. II's essenUallhal you have,lhe ablllty 10 read and in-
te~pret oomplex bluepri nts and operational sketches In aocomance with ANSII
Y14.S standards. iExperienc,ein gagingl per machinins process lis vital. Gear
cutting and grinding a plus. Because you W1l1llbeworklngl with operalorsan·d
,englneeri ngl personnel. good people skills are' a must.
We offer a competitive salary, comprehensive benelils and Ihe opportunity 'lor
,growth and advancemenl. Totaka advanta,ge of lhese opportunities, qualified
candIdates ara li~viled tolOrwardlresumes In complete' con,jdence_to-.=
Mana!! r, Recrul,t/ng, INtERNATIONAL G.EAR CO RPOR.ATlON, 2'3555
Euclid Avenue, Cleveland" ON ,44117.An Equal Opportumty Employer.
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$ SPIIRAL BEVE!L $
World class gear producer with I

outstanding earnlnqs, career and
lead'ers'hip role in manufacturing. If
you 11mow who is the very best spiral
bevel Gleason machining supervisor
and' you wanl to see their earnings

I

spiral, ,gel.thell1:"IOcall our Pres-idenl,
Larry Hogan, PE 21'6/464-0909 or fax
resume and ask for detailed job/co.
specs. $6()'70,OOO.

AUTOMAlilONI GROUP
FAX 216/464-7894

DESIIl EKGINHRSJCIIALlI"Y EJlGlNEERSrr!EST
EIIG! EEllS; S32 000 a $60 000 Large Aerospace Gears

SlBJl)JlIiLABU~G, PROCESS ENGINEfAI: 548.000
11lIIItI1lINOSlfPBIVISIlRS: SAO.ooo ~ 25
MELT SIIIIP SUPEl\VlSOll; SSS.OOIlISorus
PUHiT MWIIEII: $60.000 250 ~ Aut.omoiM Gus
IMnlLLURJllST: $SO.OOOHeM Treal
V.,P. MAtiUDCTlJRING:S80.ooo Gears

ContaC! Ann HUnsu:kel. E.cel A$5ooalfS.
PO. Box 520. Cordo.a. TN 38018

(901.757·9800) fAX (901-754·2896)

Don't FOrget!
Send your name and address tor the
latest edition of [he free Consumer
Information Catalog. Write today:

Department Df'
Pueblo,Colorado 81009

1was excited to see Mr..Lefkowitz's
photo of the Cone Drive double-
enveloping gearset on the cover of
your November/December 1989
issue. Mr. Lefkowitz borrowed that
gearset from me almost three years
ago, and I never expected to see the
photo show up in publication. It
looks great!

Duane Gilbert
Marketing Supervisor
Cone Drive Operations, Inc.
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Portrait
of the Great

American Investor

She's never inone place for Wong.Wherever [he story takes
her, she'll go. She invests her time in her work and her
money in U.S. Savings Bonds.
People everywhere are discovering that Bonds have
changed. When held five years or more, Bonds pay
competitive raves, like money market accounts. They're
also free from state and local income tax.
Find out more, call 1~800-US-BONDS.

L-,--------------. ~.-----------,'
U.S. SAVIN'GS .BONDS
THE GREAT AMERICAN INVESTMENT

Bonds held less (hall five years earn a Lower rate, Apublic service ofthis publlcarton.



APPUCATmON OF MINER'S ..
(continued from page 35)

PartS - Hertzian life - Pinion

Case Ident: Example 4 - Antenna Azimuth
Program AGMf\21B v . l.{16A
Analysis Option: Miner's Rule

Antenna A2 Box
Load Cycle Hertzian CydesTo Damage
Ratio Ratio Stress Failure Ratio
.0001 0 2220. 9.96.0+038 0.00.0+000
.4282 .0199 145274 . 3.750+006 1.740-002
.4593 .0199 150457 . 2.000+006 3.25D-002
.4904 .0398 155467 . 1.12D+OO6 1.170-001
.5502 .0796 164673 . 4.00.0+005 6.520-001
.1459 .2389 84799 . 5.610+010 1.39.0-005
.0861 .CXXJ2 65143 . 6.22.0+012 1.050-010
.4498 .0796 148893 . 2.420+006 1.080-001
.3947 .0398 139475. 7.760+006 1.680-002
.3684 .0199 134746. 1.440+007 4.540-003
.3421 .0199 129849 . 2.780+007 2.340-003
.4282 .0158 145274 . 3.750+006 1.380-002
.4593 .0158 150457 . 2.000+006 2.560-002
.0861 .3793 65143 . 6.220+012 2.000-007
.3947 .0158 139475 . 7.760+006 6.670-003
.3681 .0158 134693. 1.450+007 3.560-003

1.00J0 1.0000

Baseline Hertzian Stress Sc = 2.220+005· Resultant Hertzian Life Nc = 3.27D+OO6 Cycles s Resultant Hertzian Life Nc = 9.66D+002 Hours

Part C - Bending life - Pinion

Antenna AZ Box
Load Cycle Bending Cycles To Damage
Ratio Ratio Stress Failure Ratio
.0001 0 5. 3.60D+126 0.000+000
.4282 .0199 22964 . 1.320+014 1.050-004
.4593 .01.99 24632. 1.510+013 9.170-004
.4904 .0398 26299 . 1.980+012 1.390-002
.SSOZ .rJ796 29506. 5.630+010 9.820-001
.1459 .2389 7824. 3.960+028 4.190-018
.0861 .00D2 4617 . 4.890+035 2.84.0-028
.4498 .0796 24122 . 2.88.0+013 1.920-000
.394.7 .0398 21167 . 1.650+015 1.680-005
.3684 .0199 19757 . 1.390+016 9.93.0-007
.3421 .0199 18346 . 1.38D+017 1.00.0-007
.4282 .0158 22964 . 1.320+014 8.30.0 -005
.4593 .0158 24632. 1.510+013 7.28.0-004
.0861 .3793 4617 . 4.89D+035 5.390-025
.3947 .0158 21167 . 1.650+015 6.670-006
.3681 .0158 19741 . 1.43D+016 7.69D-007

l.OOCO 1.0000

Baseline Bending Stress SI = 5.360+004. Resultant Bending We Nt = 6.95D+011 Cycles s Resultant Bending Life Nt = 2.050+008 Hours

(continued orl page 48)
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APPLICATION Of MWNER'5
(continued from page 47)

Part D - Hertizan life - Gear

Antelmil AZ Gear

Load Cycle Hertzian Cycles To Damage

Ratio Ratio Stress Failure Ratio

.oooi .7083 2220 . 7.780+037 7.970'-033

.4282 .0058 145274 . 2.920+005 1.740'-002

.4593 .0058 150457 . 1.560+005 3.250'-002

.4904 .0116 155467. 8.700+004 1.170'-001

.5502 .0232 164673. 3.110+004 6.520-001

.1459 .0697 84799 . 4.370+009 1.400-005

.0861 .0002 65143 . 4.850+011 3.610'-010

.4498 .0232 14.8893. 1.880+005 1.080'-001

.3947 .0116 139475 . 6.040+005 1.680-002

.3684 .0058 134748 . 1.120+006 4.540-003

.3421 .0058 129849 . 2.170+006 2.340'-003

.4282 .0046 145274. 2.920+005 1.380-002

.4593 .0046 150457 . 1.560'+005 2.580-002

.0861 .1106 65143 . 4.850'+011 2.000'-007

.3947 .0046 139475 . 6.040'+005 6.660'-003

.3681 .0046 134693 . 1.130'+006 3.570-003

1.0000 1.0000

Baseline Hertzian Stress Sc = 2.220+005 • Resultant Hertzian Life Nc = 8.750'+005 Cycles. Resultant Hertzian Life Nc = 1.460'+003 Hours

Part E - Bending We - Gear

Antenna AZ Gear
Load Cycle Bending Cycles To Damage
Ratio Ratio Stress Failure Ratio
.0001 .7083 4 . 1.590+129 4.690-115
.4282 ..0058 16916 . 5.84D+016 1.050-004
.4593 .0058 18145 . 6.670+015 9.170-004

.4904 .0116 19374 . 8.770'+014 1.390'-002

.5502 .0232 21736 . 20490'+013 9.820-001

.1459 .0697 5764. 1.750+031 4.2.{)0-018

.0861 .0002 3401 . 2.160+038 9.750-028

.4498 .0232 17770 . 1.270+016 1.920-003

.3947 ,0116 15593. 7.280+017 1.680'-005

.3684 .0058 14554. 6.150+018 9.930'-007

.3421 .0058 13515 . 6.090+019 1.000'-007

.4282 .0046 16916. 5.840+016 8.290'-005

.4593 .0046 18145 . 6.670+015 7.270-004

.0861 .1106 3401 . 2.160'+038 5.39D-025

.3947 .0046 15593 . 7.280+017 6.66D-006
368] .0046 14542. 6.310+018 7.68D-007

1.0000 1.0000

Baseline Bending Siess SI = 3.950'+004 • Resultant Bending Life Nt = 1.050'+015 Cycles. Resultant Bending Life Nt = 1.760+012 Hours
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